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ALIVE AND
THRIVING
AWAKEN YOUR TRUE HUMAN POTENTIAL BY TAKING RESPONSIBILITY
FOR YOUR PERSONAL PSYCHOLOGY,
LIFESTYLE CHOICES AND HOLISTIC HEALTH.
******************

CLAIM YOUR SOVEREIGN FREEDOM AND FREE YOUR SOUL

AS YOU ARE GUIDED BY NATURAL LAW AND RIGHT MORAL ACTION.

WHO IS THIS FOR?
People who:
 Are on the Path of Awakening


Want Personal Development and Healing



Seek True Freedom



Claim Personal Responsibility



Value the Truth



Are willing to admit when they are wrong



Care about the Earth and other Living Beings



Want a Better World



Have an Open Mind



Are Willing to do the Work of Personal Transformation



Are emotionally and mentally stable enough to handle self-reflection and shadow work

(seek professional help from a mental health clinician if needed).

If these qualities are not true about you, consider coming back later when and if you are ready.

WHY I AM WRITING THIS


This curriculum is intended to address the resistance people have for change
which results in the Enslavement of Our Humanity. It is meant to EMPOWER and
FREE YOU.



The Path of Self Inquiry, Personal Healing, and Holistic Wellness are essential for us
to overcome the forces of evil and chaos which currently dominate our world.



Additionally we need to recognize that there is actual Truth, and that if we live by
Principles of Natural Law (God’s Law) we will be guided towards a peaceful and
harmonious society. Natural law principles guide moral behavior.



This is a guide to help people face and break down the factors that block their
growth and personal potential.



This guide integrates philosophy with personal psychology.



This overview invites you to do the necessary inner healing and shadow work that
can integrate your consciousness, free you from the confines of mind control or
social engineering, and bring you to the experience of true freedom and social
harmony.



By developing Inner Mastery (Inner Monarchy), we become less vulnerable to
external monarchy, mind control and social propaganda meant to make us
subservient to self-serving agendas. If we are not conscious, we may not even
know that it is happening.



I am writing this because I care about humanity, the earth which supports us, the
quality of our lives and the freedom of future generations.

THE PROBLEM: “The Real Problem is Human

Acquiescence to Our Own Enslavement.” – David Icke

THE SYMPTOMS

IT’S A SHIT STORM! HOW’D THAT HAPPEN?
Being Out of Alignment with Natural Law
creates CHAOS and PAIN and RESULTS IN:



Relationship Dissatisfaction. Divorce. Domestic Violence. Child Abuse.



Personal dissatisfaction.



Addictions. Avoidance Patterns.

Chasing false gods. Dependencies.



Codependency.

Powerlessness. Over-Compliance.



Denying core needs.



Depression. Anger.

Rage. Resentment. Psychosis.



Anxiety.

Fear.

Manipulation.

Denial.



Physical Disease.

Physical pain.

Unhealthy habits. Gas Lighting. Inner Divisions.



Other Mental Illnesses.



Societal Problems.



Violence



Disempowerment. The Illusion of Powerlessness. Violation of human rights. Apathy.

Unhappiness.

Victimhood.

Frustration. Resentment.

Ignoring truth.

Psychopathy.
Poverty.

Thinking Errors

Power and Control mechanisms.

 HUMAN

Overuse of Defenses.

Confusion.

Dissociation.

Minimization. Shut Down.

Service to Self.

Gluttony.

Conflicts.

Satanism. Occulted Info.

Selfishness.

Oppression. Imbalances.

Government.

Obfuscation. Exploitation.

SLAVERY

We Have a Crisis of Morality
If we do not have a moral
compass, natural and
universal to all humans,
then we lack a behavior
guidance system and
have no clarity about the
boundaries we set. This
will surely result in chaos
and leave us vulnerable
to external control.

Self-inquiry

Be honest,
what
guides
your
decision
making?

HINT:
The areas of your life where you
make decisions with lower level
morality, are the areas where you
likely have unresolved issues. These
immature shadow parts are
motivated by unconscious needs.

LOOK HERE!

Self-inquiry

Internal Boundaries create External Freedom


The filters or boundaries we live by must be internally set
according to universal principles, or else we will be easily
knocked off course and face internal and external chaos.



We will be subject to being guided by random events,
ungrounded motivations, fleeting emotions, insecurities,
unconscious thoughts, unresolved or unconscious needs, and
base impulses.



If we are not clear about our moral compass and grounded
in self as well as universal love, then we are vulnerable to
unhealthy power and control dynamics happening at all
levels of our lives. We run the risk of relating to others through
immature moral dynamics of an undeveloped ego and from
a place of insecurity and neediness.



By living our lives through a moral compass, and remaining
committed to self responsibility, our freedom increases and
we have a stable platform from which to create and
individually express ourselves.

People are Cut Off From True Freedom

Without Freedom
People Do Not
Thrive

Therefore,
People are not Thriving

FISH DON’T KNOW
THEY’RE IN A TANK











Our personal consciousness and perceptions of happiness are shaped by our society
and patterns of culture, and the information and experiences we encounter. We
often don’t realize how closely this is all intertwined.
Sometimes we are not conscious that we are being shaped or programmed by
outside forces or that a lot of the information we grow up with is false. We may not see
the ways we are being bound or contained.
Sometimes societal change happens so slowly that we don’t see it, or perceive the
change as normal or even necessary. This backdrop of culture, politics and human
governance is our “water” and our choices in response create “the walls” of our fish
tank. Psychological defenses protect our world view and often create the illusion of
safety, security and stability.
Because we are familiar with something and know it well, this does not make it right or
good. For example, children who live in families with generational abuse don’t have a
template for that experience as abnormal until they’ve looked outside at something
different to compare their experience to.
Human beings have the capacity to adapt to extreme circumstances and then call it
normal.
Oppression then becomes Internalized as Repression. Our Expression is thwarted.

FREE AND HAPPY…. NOT!


As Americans, we claim we are free and that we have many
choices for happiness, but how happy are we really? Yes, we live
in an overflowing and abundant society. But are we free?



Why are so many people depressed and anxious? Dissatisfied
with their jobs? Why are there so many divorces and children
from broken families? Why are so many people abusing alcohol
and drugs? Why is there so much child abuse? People in jail?
People living in the streets?



This doesn’t look like happiness to me. Too many people feel
trapped.



I see many people who appear to be externally functioning in
their lives but internally they are miserable.



Unsatisfied. Unfulfilled. Frazzled. Worn out. Spread thin.
Disillusioned. Frustrated and Stressed!



Suffering from unresolved trauma, they are Insecure. Struggling
with poor self image, Reactive. Repeating negative patterns.



Self-Loathing. Afraid. Ashamed.



So many people are not living up to their full potential.

Stuck in a Rat Race



Many of us feel we are caught in a rat race or running in a hamster wheel. Counting
the days until the weekend. Working for our next paycheck and our next vacation.



We have comforts but not contentment,



Access to a multitude of stimuli but unsatisfying connections.



Many people barely enjoy their jobs, and work only for the money. Or if they like their
job, they work long hours and have a poor balance of time for their families or other
meaningful activities. People link to external structures because there is no time or
resource to create their own.



Working for money that is gone in a heartbeat. Scraping by, paycheck to paycheck.
Our hard earned money is quickly gone on rent, utilities, smart phone bills, insurances,
material possessions, beauty products and pleasure seeking.



Entertainment. Escapes. Entrainment. Working to escape our everyday lives. People
doing what they want often means chasing short term pleasures or releases from
stress.

Our rubber band lives


We bounce between a rushed pressure to produce, achieve and accomplish followed
by a rebound of release and escape from the stress of our days. We are stretched thin.



People immerse themselves in petty distractions and unfulfilling addictive cycles. Modern
technological trends, such as social media, Netflix and video games, exploit and
perpetuate this cycle.



This repeating pattern of work and recreation becomes habitual but creates a rather
shallow level of being, keeping us far from our creative capacities.



People seek lasting happiness but rarely find it. Deep satisfaction, inner peace and a
sense of purpose evade so many.



People look outward for solutions. They look to religion, government, doctors or things that
money can buy. Not only do these efforts come up short, they give the false presentation
of being a solution when in fact they are a band-aide or, even worse, a cause of the
problems.



If we just treat symptoms and not heal the root of the problem, we perpetuate the
negative pattern. Happiness and Freedom will evade us.



We can easily get ourselves stuck in a repeating cycle that is not taking us where we
really want to go.

Something is seriously wrong here.


We end up running in circles chasing our own tail.



This is a trap!



Our society is designed in such a way that we are chronically
stressed out and harried,



So we turn mindlessly to the distractions and chase false prophets.



The repeated patterns can lead to an experience of Learned
Helplessness.



Oppression becomes Internalized. We Acquiesce.



We perpetuate the trap with our own thoughts and behaviors. “We
cant change it, so we might as well joint it.” Right?



We become slaves to the status quo and the pursuit of pleasure.



This happens at both the micro and macro levels of our lives.



In effect, we allow our own entrapment.



Is it enough to say “This is just how it is, so just accept it”?



I SAY NO!

What Do I Mean By HAPPINESS?
When I refer to Happiness as being a worthy goal for humans, I am not
referring to happiness as an ephemeral, transitory mood state. I refer to it in
the context of LIFE SATISFACTION, WELL BEING, FLOURISHING and THRIVING.

The Condition of Happiness is a possibility for every human.
One can be Happy in Life while also experiencing the Full
Spectrum of Human Emotion which includes feeling states

such as Enjoyment, Sadness, Fear, Anger and Disgust in all
their range.

THRIVING is living up to our
creative potential;
THRIVING is living with the
freedom to fully express
our unique selves without
coercion, oppression or
violence.

“All the Little Things are The Big Things”
They Add Up
They Set a Precedent for Future Patterns







In our busy lives we ‘lose the forest for the trees’.
Wrong Doing and Evil sneak up on us.
We all condone evil in one way or another. We let the small things
slide.
Sometimes, we do so with the best of intentions. We think we are
doing the right thing, when in fact we are not.
Examples of this may include:


Encouraging a child to “follow directions” from an authority figure even
when the adult is a potential threat to the child’s safety,



Tolerating sexual harassment when it starts as a mild joke,



“Letting it slide” when a partner searches your phone or restricts your
social life.



Following a work directive that contradicts your morals.



Macro examples include tolerating ever increasing government
restrictions, taxes, escalating fees.

What Evils Do You
Condone due to
Acquiesce?

REPRESSION and OPPRESSION
Repression: The unconscious exclusion of painful impulses, desires, or
fears from the conscious mind. The act of restraining or subduing.
Oppression: Arbitrary and cruel exercise of power. The exercise of
authority or power in a burdensome , cruel, or unjust manner.
External oppression in our childhood can lead to Internal Repression.
Repression is a psychological defense mechanism meant to protect
our selves from emotional pain or punishment.

Additionally, we may continue to treat ourselves in the unkind ways
of our oppressors, thus perpetuating the cruelty inflicted upon
ourselves. We take on the role of our oppressing both ourselves and
others.
Don’t oppress yourself with negative self talk and limiting beliefs.
Don’t repress imagination and hope.

CORRESPONDENCE between
Internal and External States


External conditions of government, economic systems, belief in authority,
manufactured hierarchies and bureaucracies all create compartmentalization
and confusion.



The Oppression operates at all levels of our lives from within our own minds to
our global condition. As Above So Below, As Within So Without.



Our own minds often mirror that which is around us.



Our own minds become compartmentalized like the conditions around us.



We fall into willful ignorance.



Group Think dangerously drives our behaviors. Sometimes we are the bully.



We’re so busy that there is no time to question or examine issues on all sides.



Our minds are so powerful that we can convince ourselves of untruths in order
to adapt, avoid conflict, and seek perceived peace.



This allow us to tolerate and even justify oppressive situations.



We betray ourselves without intending to.



We conspire with circumstances to perpetuate our own entanglement.



We consent to it. We allow our victimhood.

GROUP THINK Definition

RULE FOLLOWING CAN BE HARMFUL


Human-Made Laws change and morph over time and place and the whim of
legislators



They are often arbitrary and inconsistent



Man’s Law is based on Dogmatic Beliefs



Are complied with due to fear of punishment



Can be morally wrong

Negative Results of Rule-Following :


LOSS OF RIGHTS



LOSS OF CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS



DUMBING DOWN



CORRUPTION



TYRANNY



SOCIALISM



FASCISM

WHO’S RULES ARE YOU FOLLOWING ANYWAYS?

Savior Complex


Sometimes we are waiting around for some one or some thing to
save us. This is a dangerous assumption that can result in PASSIVITY.



PASSIVITY or LACK OF ACTION can be an expression of external
locus of control.



Believing that someone else has “got this” can make us sitting ducks
instead.

LOCUS OF CONTROL
Locus of Control is the degree to which people believe that
they, as opposed to external forces (beyond their influence),
have control over the outcome of events in their lives.


INTERNAL – a belief that one can control one’s own life, and
that events in their life derive primarily from their own actions.



EXTERNAL – a belief that life is controlled by outside factors
which the person cannot influence, or that chance or fate
controls their lives.

Locus of Control is a World View outlook that has an extremely
high impact on our mental health and our behaviors under
stress.

Self-Efficacy and Learned Helplessness
Self Efficacy: “An individual’s belief in their innate ability
to achieve their goals.”
Learned Helplessness: When people feel like they
have no control over what happens, they tend to
simply give up and accept their fate.
The term was coined from animal psychology: when
an animal was repeatedly subjected to aversive stimuli
that it could not escape, eventually the animal
stopped trying to avoid the stimuli and acted helpless
to change the situation. This giving up persisted even
after presented with opportunities to escape. The
same dynamic can be applied to situations involving
humans as well.
When people feel that they have no control over a
situation, they may behave in a helpless manner and
give up trying to change it.

What is FREEDOM?


“A state of exemption from the power or control of another; liberty;
exemption from slavery, servitude or confinement. Freedom is personal, civil,
political, and religious.” Definition from KJV Dictionary.



“The condition or right of being able or allowed to do, say, think, etc.
whatever you want to, without being controlled or limited.” Definition from
Cambridge Dictionary.



“The quality or state of being free, such as: a) the absence of necessity,
coercion, or constraint in choice or action. b) liberation from slavery or
restraint or from the power of another: Independence.



Constitutional Freedom refers to those freedoms guaranteed by the
Constitution such as Religion, Speech, Press, Assembly, Protest, Petition and
the Right to Bear Arms.

“The reality is that we are all in this
together as one family, as brothers
and sisters.”
MARK PASSIO
WHAT ON EARTH IS HAPPENING

How do we break out of our chains?
The Chains
…of our minds?
…of oppressive
interpersonal
patterns?
…of political and
governmental
confines?

SOLUTIONS

We are seeking real
solutions, not superficial
band-aids to the problems
we face.

Expansion of Consciousness is a Solution













I suggest that many people today have forgotten about the value of
freedom or at least have mixed up the meaning of freedom to be something
it is not.
We have become complacent, lulled to sleep by a basic experience of
comfort, material security and hedonistic pursuits.
Freedom and Happiness are not actually bought. They are the rightful state
of every human being and are available to every person regardless of
external wealth.
These qualities are Internal States to be claimed and expressed externally
through our Actions.
Freedom and Happiness are integrally connected to living in a state of
morality and congruence, or in other words living in alignment with natural
law.
If we do not claim our natural rights, freedom can and will be taken from us.
Living in alignment with natural law, being congruent within ourselves, and
CARING about life will ensure that everyone has their basic needs met and
will open the door for true happiness, freedom and spiritual fulfillment.

IMAGINATION is a PREREQUISITE
“Imagination is the powerful ability of the human mind to envision a different
state or condition than the one which is already manifested. Imagination must
be present in order to create a different state of existence than the one currently
being experienced, because, according the Principle of Mentalism, for a
different state to manifest in the physical world (Plane of Effects), it must first exist
within the mind (Plane of Causality). If the Imagination is stifled or destroyed (Total
Mind Control), any positive change to our state of existence becomes
completely impossible. “
-Mark Passio

What On Earth Is Happening

FREE WILL IS OUR CREATIVE FORCE
“Life is a Magical Act.”
From the Wizard Factory Interview with Chill Will Keller.

Life is the interplay between Natural Law and Free Will.

How can we creatively work with Natural Law to create the outcome
we want, to manifest the reality we dream of?

THE IMAGINATION IS THE PAINTBRUSH!

WHAT ON EARTH IS POSSIBLE?
Every
thing
starts in
the mind.
If you
can
imagine
it, it has a
chance!

SO, WHAT CAN YOU IMAGINE FOR YOUR
LIFE?...and FOR THE LIVES OF FUTURE
GENERATIONS?


What areas of your life you are most UNHAPPY with?



What are you most SATISFIED with?



What do you VALUE the MOST?



To what degree is your time and money spent on those valued things?



How do you want to live out your remaining years?



What Qualities do you seek to Embody? (HOW do you want to BE?)



What gives your life meaning and purpose?



What does THRIVING mean to you?



What do you want for your children or future generations?



What is most important for future generations to have in order for them to thrive?



Can you imagine people getting along and living in unity?



Can you imagine people solving problems harmoniously?

Are you willing to work for happiness and freedom?

Self- Inquiry

Your legacy will be …
Go to your imagination and create of vision of your most MEANINGFUL LIFE.
 Pretend money is not an object or barrier.
 What are you Focusing on?
 What are you spending your time Doing?
 With Whom are you sharing your time?
 What are you thinking about?
 What is the predominate Feeling State?
 What are you Creating?
 What positive things are you Generating for future generations?


Compare this ideal state to your current state of being.
NOW ASK…

What do I need to change in my current life to fulfill the
vision I just created?

Self- Inquiry

Is this what you want the future
to look like?

“We can’t let our kids walk like
lambs to slaughter while we just
watch.” David Icke

THE POWER of
SELF-RESPECT and SAYING NO
“Self Respect has broken every tyranny in history.”

“Without self respect, all that is left is submission.”
“The Prescription is Mass Non-Cooperation with Our
Own Enslavement.”
“We will not acquiesce to psychopathic evil.”
“We need the courage and indestructible
determination to say NO.
Quotes by David Icke

KNOW YOUR HUMAN RIGHTS
Rights are actions that do not cause other beings harm; those are wrong doings.
Human Rights are inherent within Natural Law.
Human Rights are not given to us by other Humans.

7 Transgressions Against Your Natural Law Rights:


Murder



Assault



Rape (sexual assault)



Theft



Trespass



Coercion



Willfully Lying

Essentially, you have the right to have control over your own property which includes your body and what
happens to it.
You have the right to be left alone and to have your personal space and belongings left in peace.
You have the right to true and accurate information and the freedom to access information sources of your
choice.

What is a Right?
You have the right to
do anything so long
as it does NO HARM
TO ANOTHER
SENTIENT BEING

STAND UP FOR
YOUR RIGHTS
What do you say YES to?
And perhaps more importantly, what do you say NO to?

What we say Yes and No, when aligned in Mind, Body and Spirit
defines our personal integrity and guides our life experiences.
However, we are also subject to the behaviors of the aggregate. The
thoughts/feelings/actions of the majority largely creates our living
reality, the environment or fish tank we swim in.

NATURAL LAW
(Natural “birth, nature, quality, “essential qualities, innate disposition”
(law (n) “something laid down, that which is fixed or set” from Proto-Germanic ‘lagam’
“put, lay”. Identical with lay as “that which is set or established.)



Natural Law is a Science of Objective Morality that can be directly
observed in the 3D world.



The evidence of the existence of Natural Law is the resultant state
which Humanity receives as a direct consequence of its aggregate
behavior, or in other words, the Human Condition itself.



One can observe, discover, understand and act in accordance
with the principles of Natural Law to make change in one’s self and
our physical reality for we are co-creators and your actions DO
matter.



Referencing natural law principles can help us sort out the truth and
guide our behavior when we are getting bogged down in the
confusion of dealing with complex life situations or people who are
emotionally draining or behaviorally challenging to us.

NATURAL LAW, a.k.a. GOD’S LAW
Law of Cause and Effect



“Effect invariably follows cause.”



“For every action, there exists an equal and opposing reaction.”



Law of Attraction

Karma or Moral Law

Golden Rule

“The energy you emit is the energy you attract.”



“Energy flows where attention goes.”



“As you think, feel and act --so you shall be.”



Thought + Feeling + Action => Manifested Reality



“What goes around, comes around.”



“Your reap what you sow.”



“Do unto others as you would have done to yourself.”



Treat others as you want to be treated.



Reciprocity

Aligning with NATURAL LAW

7 Cosmic Principles
(Hermetic Laws)


Law of Mentalism – The All is Mind; The Universe is Mental



Correspondence- As Above, So Below; As below, so Above. As Within, So Without; As
Without, So Within.



Vibration- Nothing rests; Everything moves; Everything vibrates.



Polarity – Everything is dual; everything has poles; everything has its pair of opposites;
like and unlike are the same; opposites are identical in nature, but different in
degree; extremes meet; all truths are but half truths; all paradoxes may be
reconciled.



Rhythm – Everything flows out and in; everything has its tides; all things rise and fall;
the pendulum swing manifests in everything; the measure of the swing to the left is
the measure of the swing to the right; rhythm compensates.



Cause and Effect – Every cause has its Effect; every Effect has its cause; Everything
happens according to law; Chance is but a name for Law not recognized; there are
many planes of causation but nothing escapes the Law.



Gender (or Generation)- Gender is everything; everything has its Masculine and
Feminine Principles; Gender manifests on all planes.

TRUTH is NOT RELATIVE,
but PERSPECTIVE IS.
TRUTH is OBJECTIVE, meaning that it is NOT Based on the perceptions of
human beings (which are capable of wavering).
Truth is simply that which is.
It is that which has occurred in the past and that which is occurring in the
present.

“That which is. It is the Reason, Cause and Power in and
through everything. It is Birthless, Deathless, Changeless,
Complete, Perfect, Whole, Self-Existent, Causeless, Almighty,
God, Spirit, Law, Mind, Intelligence, and anything and
everything that implies Reality.
--Definition of Truth from Ernest Holmes in The Science of Mind

TRUTH -

Definition continued from The Science of

Mind by Ernest Holmes

By a process of axiomatic reasoning, we arrive at the conclusion that
Spirit knows nothing outside Itself. The Truth is that which Is; and being
that which Is, It must be Infinite and All. Being Infinite or All, the Truth
can have nothing outside Itself, other than Itself, or unlike Itself, by
which to divide Itself; consequently, the Spirit is Indivisible,
Changeless and Complete within Itself. Itself is all that is – both Cause
and Effect, the Alpha and the Omega.

NOT the TRUTH


Solipsism – The theory that the self is the only thing that can
be known and verified. The view that the self is the only
reality. The belief or proposition that the person entertaining it
alone exists, and that other people exist only as ideas in his
mind. The philosophic idea that only one’s mind is sure to
exist.



Moral Relativism – is the ideology that Objective Morality
does NOT exist inherently to Nature, and that Right and
Wrong are subjective constructs which human beings may
invent and arbitrate according to time, location,
circumstance or preference. In Truth and Reality, Morality is
objective. Rights can never become wrongs and wrongs can
never become “rights;” at any place or time, regardless of
how many people believe or wish for it to be so.”

MORAL RELATIVISM
Truth

Perception

Opinion



“My Truth” has become a popular slogan to basically shut down
another person’s logical argument. This leads to confusion about
right and wrong.



Often ‘my truth’ really means “my perception” or “my belief”,
neither of which is guaranteed to be true.



Be clear that Our Perceptions do not always tell us the Truth.



Your perception of truth may be biased due to faulty childhood
scripts or world views imposed upon you. UNCONSCIOUS DRIVERS.



IT is important to develop DISCERNMENT abilities.



It is important to do your inner work to sort out what is driving you
and your perceptions



And to use a holistic process of information gathering along with a
solid understanding of moral principles in order to avoid being
hijacked by manipulative agendas and lies.

GOOD OUTCOMES REQUIRE GOOD
INFORMATION AND SOLID TOOLS
To Create the Life We Really Want, WE NEED GOOD INFORMATION.
This includes SELF KNOWLEDGE. We need to KNOW OURSELVES INSIDE AND
OUT and TO HAVE A SOLID UNDERSTANDING OF HOW THE LAWS OF NATURE
AND MANIFESTATION OPERATE.


We get good information through a Critical Thinking Process. This can be
achieved through the TRIVIUM and QUADRIVIUM.



We also need to know what the PITFALLS are such as Thinking Errors and
how Mind Control works in society.



We need access to our INTUITION : Internal knowing, visions, proper use
of feelings and senses, energetic states and psychic abilities.



These Skills assist us in developing DISCERNMENT and are available to all
of us. They can be used in combination for decision making and truth
finding.

Learning how to
think is more
important than
the facts you
memorize.

Emotionally Literacy


Knowing Your Feelings



Having a sense of Empathy



Learning to Manage your
Emotions



Repairing Emotional Problems



Putting it all together:

Emotional Interactivity

(the ability to be aware and read
other people’s feelings enables one
to interact with them effectively so
that powerful emotional situations
can be handled in a skillful way)

Learn How to Think



Trivium and Quadrivium are the methodologies of Truth Discovery
which enable an individual to learn HOW to think.

These tools help individuals remove their erroneous belief systems and
“magical” thinking, and come to accurate conclusions about what is
true and what is not true – including the Truth about the Natural Laws
that govern human behavior. Both are, not at all surprisingly,
completely absent from most modern “educational” systems.

TOOL

TOOL
Be intentional about gathering information from
a variety of sources (INPUT), then thoughtfully
filter through that data (PROCESSING) before
coming to a conclusion, then finally act on it in
the world (OUTPUT).

TOOL
The subjects which hone
the thinking skills for
effective information
processing.

THINKING ERRORS
are automatic thoughts which
are faulty in their logic.

CHALLENGE YOUR THINKING
AND CORRECT YOUR ERRORS

TOOL

Dirty Fighting

UNDERSTANDING HUMAN NATURE
AND PROGRAMMING

Human
Nature


Human Nature is Programmable: In general, babies are born with a vast potential
along with biological needs and drives, yet the innocence of a new born baby is
vulnerable to the forces it encounters and is shaped by its caregivers, good or bad.



What happens to a child in the first 5 years of life is extremely important to the
development of his or her capacity to experience empathy and to relate to other
human beings in a healthy or moral way.



Neglect and abuse in the first 5 years of a child’s life has deep and lasting negative
impacts.



Sometimes damage occurs in-utero that is difficult if not impossible to change after
birth, i.e. through substance abuse in pregnancy.



Genetic alterations or defects could damage the part of the brain that has the
capacity to develop empathy leading to primary psychopathy(a broken brain).



Minds can by hijacked through systematic use of trauma and mental and emotional
programming (from mild PTSD to severe dissociative identity disorder).

Psychopaths Among Us
“Psychopaths find ways to put wedges between people.”
– Mark Passion, What On Earth Is Happening


A Psychopath is a mentally unstable person; especially: a person having an
egocentric and antisocial personality marked by a lack of remorse for one’s
actions, an absence of empathy for others, and often criminal tendencies.
Merriam-Webster Dictionary



Psychopaths do not respond to punishment, apprehension, stress, or
disapproval. They seem to be able to inhibit their antisocial impulses most of the
time, not because of conscience, but because it suits their purpose at the time.
Words do not seem to have the same meaning for them as they do for us.



People can be born as primary psychopaths and others can be shaped into
secondary psychopaths due to neglect and trauma, usually as children.



Primary psychopathy is imbedded in their character and not subject to
rehabilitation.



Secondary psychopaths are more likely to be stress-reactive and their
dysfunction is often secondary to another disorder or circumstance. They are
more responsive to therapeutic rehabilitation.

Don’t judge others by your own
consciousness.
“Evil is cunning and genius. Love has innocence, seeks harmony and
peace. It is vulnerable to getting played and duped. It has had to learn
how evil masterminds it’s dark agendas in order to over throw it. Love
has had to wander into the darkest of Underworlds to know how. “
– Laura Eisenhower

Good people are vulnerable to exploitation, manipulation and betrayal. Evil
capitalizes on the good.

Example: The Empath and Narcissist Dynamic


Because of the general trusting and compassionate nature of
empaths, people with narcissistic traits tend to be attracted to
people with empathy because they can sense a target for
exploitation for their personal gain.



The dynamic is could be categorized as one of predator and prey.

Abusers withhold or misuse Information, by
various means, to create a power differential.

However, they can hold that power
only if we allow them to.

Empaths


General Empathy means that our hearts go out to another person
ands what they are experiencing (happy or sad)



Empaths have a natural propensity to trust people and see the
good in them.



Empaths are aware and sensitive to the feeling state and unmet
needs of others. They feel things deeply.



Empaths sometimes absorb others pain and are more prone to take
on the emotional or physical pain of others.



The Empath’s gift becomes their vulnerability



Empath’s are vulnerable to becoming prey to Psychic Vampires or
Narcissists.



Empath’s are at risk of developing codependency their boundaries
are weak or consciousness low.



Empaths have a hard time believing in evil.

NARCISSISTS
From website Empathic Healing “Clearing the path to TRUE you.”


Narcissism is broadly characterized by a lack of interpersonal awareness, as well as
interpersonal antagonism, and dysregulated moods, and the core pillars of narcissism
are, lack of empathy, entitlement, grandiosity, validation seeking, and dysregulation.”



8 typical patterns of a narcissist: lack of empathy, manipulation, projection, lying , poor
boundaries, jealousy, gas-lighting, and controlling.



Lack of empathy = the lack of interest in or capacity for understanding the feelings and
experiences of others.



Narcissists may be cognitively capable of empathy but they do not shape their
behavior in accordance with empathy. (Dr. Rumani Durvasula)



Narcissists are driven by tangible rewards for themselves or for an externally derived
sense of value, importance or appreciation.



Narcissists exploit others in order to gain reward for themselves. Narcissists have a grandiose
sense of self-importance and are self-centered. They are Self-Serving. They feel superior to
others.

Who Are The Narcissists in Your Life?
Self- Inquiry


We all have narcissists that impact our lives. We have all
been burned by them.



Sometimes we meet them face to face, such a partner,
co-worker or friend.



Sometimes they are more distant such as a CEO of a
company or an elected or appointed politician.



In each case, we have a choice as to how we respond
or interact to their attempts to wield power over our
lives.

Who are the narcissists who wield power in your life?

GASLIGHTING


Gaslighting is a form of psychological manipulation in which a
person or a group covertly sows seeds of doubt in a targeted
individual or group, making them question their own memory,
perception, or judgment, often evoking in them cognitive
dissonance and other changes, including low self-esteem.



Using denial, misdirection, contradiction, and misinformation,
gaslighting involves attempts to destabilize the victim and
delegitimizes the victim’s beliefs. Instances can range from the
denial aby an abuser that previous abusive incidents occurred,
to belittling the victim’s emotions and feelings, to the staging of
bizarre events by the abuser with the intention of disorienting
the victim.

Psychic Vampires
“Understand that the greatest evil is perpetrated upon the
virtuous. It exists and occurs primarily due to the compassion
and ignorance of good people unaware of how evil works.
Therefore develop critical and judgmental skills and doubt
everything. Observe how you suffer by projecting your own
goodness and virtue on others. Learn how your goodness and
compassion enslave you to the will of other people. Goodness
without boundary is the soil from which evil grows.”
“Evil is never defeated with the weapons it deliberately provides
its adversaries. Evil people are threatened only by the superior
morality and spiritual strength of others.”
Michael Tsarion from Psychic Self Defense

Codependency


Codependency is a behavioral condition in a relationship where one
person enables another person’s negative behavior or condition. It
often involves excessive reliance on the other for approval and a sense
of identify.



A psychological condition or a relationship in which a person is
controlled or manipulated by another who is affected with a
pathological condition (such as an addiction).



Dependence on the needs of or control by another.



Many codependents tolerate being treated without respect, usually
due to a root cause of poor self worth. Eventually they end up feeling
unappreciated, used, or resentful.



While this dynamic is usually considered in the context of a family
relationship, consider how it can also apply to how people interact with
a larger system or government.

Psychic Self Defense
Quotes from Michael Tsarion



“False love enslaves, whereas true love frees. When you think you’re in love, you
might be wrong. You might simply be romantically enthralled. You might simply
wish to impress mates or ingratiate parents. Watch to see if this “love” you’re in
serves to make you wise or foolish in your choices and decisions. Sensitively
watch to see if you rise or fall, succeed or fail, feel healthy or unhealthy while “in
love.” Do you drive away good friends or win more of them to your side? Do you
receive lucky breaks or less of them?



“When it comes to a psychic attack, you most definitely fight fire with fire.
Attacks are against your very spirit, so it’s up to you to defend yourself with all
your spiritual might. Above all, do not send “love” to your attacker. Do not
forgive or forget their abuses. To forgive a single instance of evil is,
philosophically-speaking, to forgive all evil through time, which is a right you have
not been given.”



“Understand that pain, sorrow, illness, loss and conflict are signs that something is
off bio-psychically. These states occur when body, mind and world are out of
attunement. Contrary to what you have been taught to believe, the imbalance
is often not your fault. It is probably caused by the proximity of toxic, spiritually
unworked people in our life. Therefore, it is important that you understand the
manner in which the influence of other people affects and disaffects your life.



Find our how much of what you decide upon and want is based on the
influence of others.



Psychological and emotionally you need nothing from others. What you require
must be brought up or created from within.

No Masters, No Slaves
“The morally superior individual refuses to serve a
master, and also refuses to enslave others. He is
careful not to violate the psychic sovereignty of
those he cares for, and is equally careful to own
his ground and not be violated in the name of
love or duty.”
Michael Tsarion from Psychic Self Defense

“The Creator of the
Universe is the only
legitimate authority
of this Earth.”
MARK PASSIO

FEAR IS THE MIND KILLER



Conscious fears



Unconscious fears



Fear leads to CONTRACTION



Contraction of our mind results in Fight, Flight or Freeze (Stress) Responses.



Unprocessed Traumatic events create a long and sometimes invisible cord that can be
activated by events with a similar feeling profile. This can propel us into an irrational fear state.



Fear knocks our FRONTAL LOBES off line. Our neocortex or frontal lobes are what makes
human beings stand apart from other animals. Our frontal lobes make us human.



Fear can lead to a loss of critical thinking and a loss of compassion or care.



Trauma creates symptoms not memories. We don’t always consciously know why we are
being triggered.



FEAR IS THE OPPOSITE OF LOVE. FEAR DIMINISHES LOVE.



Triggered in Fear, we may not feel safe to love. We are more likely to act in self serving or selfprotective ways.

FEAR CAN
LEAD US TO SELF- DOUBT
In fear, we may be propelled to seek safety from an outside source.
 In this case, we abdicate our personal responsibility and become something like a child.
 A child that looks outward for a mother or father figure, a savior.
 We become prone to create or rely on authority figures or enforcers of some sort to give
us the feeling of safety and security.


People and systems which seek control or ego boosts rely on this dynamic and step in to
usurp and often abuse that authority.
 SO THIS FEELING OF SAFETY, WHEN WE DEFLECT RESPONSIBILITY OUTWARD, IS ACTUALLY AN
ILLUSION.
 Feelings of helplessness, powerlessness increase along with feelings of anxiety and
depression.


IGNORANCE AND DENIAL
“There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what
isn’t true; the other is to refuse to accept what is true.”
Soren Kierkegaard

WHAT ARE YOU AFRAID OF?



What triggers fear in you?



What is your worst nightmare?



What are you afraid of losing?



What halts you in your tracks?



What gets in the way of your forward progress?



What causes you to retreat or hide? To freeze? To fight?



What causes you to doubt yourself?

Self- Inquiry

CONSEQUENCES OF
CHANGING YOURSELF
Loss
 Of people, money, jobs, friends, security, familiar
things, familiar habits, addictions, etc.


Change can also open you up to AMAZING THINGS.
You can gain:
 New Friends,
 True wealth
 Peace of Mind
 True Freedom
 Health
 Potential

CONFLICTS AND DISCONNECTIONS


Conflict Within Oneself aka Internal Confusion = COGNITIVE DISSONANCE



Conflict with Others (parents, spouse, child) or With External Forces (jobs,
school, regulations, etc.)



Obfuscation creates separation, compartmentalization, and confusion



Ancestral and historical trauma (war, extermination, genocide, witch hunts,
etc.) can be a root cause of fears, phobias, rigidity, and close mindedness



Gender roles and gender biases



Societal messages, judgements, expectations



Survival strategies, Getting ahead strategies (material survival)



The rat race and hamster wheel (brain imbalance)



Dialectics and Divisions: External Powers exploit others by purposefully pitting
people against each other creating conflicts, turmoil and division.



Addictions



Mental Dissociation can occur.

The Fear of Freedom

Where does it come from?


Refusal to Own Personal Responsibility



Self-Loathing Due To Lack of Self-Respect or
Perceived Value.



Abandonment Issues.

From Mark Passio

OUR GOAL

Internal Monarchy, External Anarchy








Potentially, most every developing child and adult can learn to
master their own internal mental and emotional state, to
discipline their physical impulses and to live according to moral
principles. I am calling this Internal Monarchy. We are free to act
as long as we do not cause harm to another.
Skills required are self-awareness, self-reflection, emotional
intelligence and emotional regulation, understanding right from
wrong, personal responsibility, living by the non-violence
principle, self defense skills, respect for every individual’s rights as
equal to our own, holistic health habits, communication and
personal expression skills, reflective listening, problem solving,
time management, critical thinking, etc.
If we have Internal Monarchy, then we can learn to live
peacefully and harmoniously in a state of External Anarchy.
All the skills are learnable!
The added requirement is to CARE. Care comes from the ability
to have EMPATHY and recognize that all people are connected
and in essence ONE under a universal power, or what many
would call God. CARE keeps self-serving interests in check.

Internal Monarchy External Anarchy


Developing Mastery Over Our Selves is the Goal (EMPOWERMENT)


Rather than Giving Over Our Power to an External Source
(VICTIMHOOD)

THE REAL DEFINITION OF ANARCHY
The word Anarchy is derived from the Greek prefix an-, meaning
“without; the absence of,” and the Greek noun archon, meaning
“ruler; master.” Anarchy does NOT mean “without rules.” It literally
means “without rulers.”

No Rulers. No Masters.

ANARCHY is FREEDOM FROM EXTERNAL RULERS.

If people learn to live as guided by Natural Law, then Internal Monarchy results. No external coercion
or additional human-made laws or governance would be necessary.
Under the non-aggression principle, people would have the motivation and direction to solve
problems using peaceful means. Recognizing their interdependence, people would respect each
other’s rights and aspire to work together. If one’s rights are violated, then individuals have the right
to self-defense, and this knowledge would help keep people’s impulses in check.

Personal Responsibility Underlies Everything.
If people continue to look outward for some person or group to guide them, then essentially they are
stunting their emotional and spiritual growth and limiting their human potential and power, both
individually and in relationship to others. They handicap themselves.
“Anarchy is not the chaos that media portrays showing riots and looting, or lawlessness. Those are the
things that happen under every government in history, usually as a reaction to some act of
bureaucracy. Anarchy is actually peaceful people being left alone to rule their own lives while
leaving others alone to do the same. “-Lee Wrights
“ANARCHY is the ABSENCE OF SLAVERY (which is) the erroneous claim of ownership of another
person, their property, or the fruits of their labor.” -Logan Hart

OUR POTENTIAL is UNLIMITED

WHAT STOPS US?

RESISTANCE


WE ALL RESIST SOMETHING. We even resist believing the truth because it feels threatening in some way.



We may resist making POSITIVE CHANGE because Even Good Change Can Be Frightening.



We Resist BELIEVING THAT SOMETHING BETTER IS POSSIBLE! (because our doubts are fueled by fear of

losing that which we know and feel secure in).

WHY?


We all have an Instinctual Drive for Survival. This is wired into our brains, into our nervous systems.



WE SEEK SAFETY. Safety is associated at a basic level with belonging to a Tribe or Community.



We have a drive to fit in. To be Accepted. To have protection in a group. To feel normal.



What is familiar gets associated with a sense of safety. Without the group, lose protection; we risk death.



We seek to avoid Pain and to avoid Death.



We Fear Loss. We Fear the Unknown.



We Fear Rejection, Abandonment, Shame and Ridicule



We develop Internal and External Defenses to Secure our Sense of Safety. We become Guarded.



Defenses include EXTERNALIZATION, DENIAL, MINIMIZATION, PROJECTION, AVOIDANCE, SELF PITY.



We develop THINKING ERRORS.



These Templates of Defense are often not conscious. They can be deeply imbedded in our nervous
system, the limbic system of our brain, our Genes and DNA.



History of individual, familial, ancestral trauma often forged these templates of fear and defense.

WHAT ARE YOU RESISTING?


What idea seems impossible to you?



What positive changes are you resisting?



What life style habits are you defending?



What makes you feel Unsafe?

Why Do We RESIST THE TRUTH?
Why Do We RESIST POSITIVE CHANGE?


Expectations from others or internalized “Shoulds”



Unconscious Programming from our families, the media, culture, overall societal norms.



Pressures to conform; fear of criticism.



Internalized Shame



Threats of Alienation or Rejection



Fears of catastrophe.



Gas Lighting – resulting in us doubting our own perceptions, thoughts and conclusions



Insecurity about our own power of intelligence, and sense of personal agency



Learned Helplessness



Generational Suffering – Accepting the Pain Body as true



Internal and External Conflicts/competing values and desires



FEAR OF PAIN: We choose to stay asleep because waking up is too frightening or painful.



Self doubt, a pattern of thought and behavior that develops from a young age.



Doubts about being able to count on other people



Interfering World Views

Lawrence Wasson:
www.ThePrincipleOfCare.com

“Anything Unresolved Within Our
Energy Field Will Keep Manifesting
Itself in our Life Until We Heal It.”
You can run but you can’t hide.
If you are out of alignment within yourself or with
Truth, then you will not have true peace.
You will perpetuate your own suffering.
This happens when we choose to stay with our fear
rather than let go of it, so we stay afraid.
 Sometimes we reject facts and reasoning to perpetuate
the illusion of safety and use defenses such as denial,
minimization or projection to remain in ignorance.


DENIAL

ANGER as FUEL


Not all Anger is the same.



Dark Side of Anger - YODA: “Fear is a path to the dark side.

Fear leads to anger. Anger leads to Hate. Hate leads to Suffering.”


However, Anger in itself , is NOT BAD.



Petty vs. Righteous Anger.



Overcoming our discomfort and Fear of Anger



Anger is a Signal. Anger is telling us something.



Anger is a Motivator.



Channel the Power of Anger into Right Action. Use anger consciously and wisely
for a purpose.



Transmute Anger from Poison to Medicine



How can you translate the raw emotional power of anger into an honorable
action?



Become the Driver of your Emotions. Anger is a Power of Change.



What is the Intention for the Use of My Anger?



Express your anger with your frontal lobes turned on, when possible.



Self Defense is an appropriate application of anger under pressure, when our rights
are being threatened.



“With Great Power Comes Great Responsibility”

LETTING GO
of Fear and Resistance

Self Forgiveness, Self Healing
“The healing process concludes once you make a
distinct point of forgiving yourself for past foolishness and
lack of boundary. Focus on the lessons learned and
wisdom received from your experience of evil. Betrayal
of Self eventually resulted in the strengthening of
Selfhood, so take a deep breath, forgive yourself and
move on.”
Michael Tsarion from Psychic Self Defense

PERSON IN SITUATION


Be COMPASSIONATE



Operate from a place of CARE



EMPATHY



We are all connected at a higher spiritual level



Hurting another is hurting oneself and future generations.

TAKE PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR HEALING

Letting Go Of

ADDICTIONS AND DEPENDENCIES


Addiction hijacks a person’s mind and takes over
their consciousness.



Addiction leads the development of internal
conflict and cognitive dissonance.



Harm Reduction is not a solution.



True Freedom includes Freedom from Addiction



Guarding yourself against external forces that seek
to control, exploit, or seduce you into certain
behavior patterns is vital to your health.



Media and modern technology trends are modes
of control of the human mind due to how they
hijack our nervous system and natural pleasure
circuitry.

The Brain
on Dopamine


Feeling pleasure is a natural motivator for human survival.



Pleasure motivates us to repeat behaviors which are life-sustaining (such as
eating, having sex, exercise).



DOPAMINE is a neurotransmitter which is present in the parts of the brain that
regulate movement, emotion, motivation and feelings of pleasure.



The human brain is designed so that we get a reward (dopamine surge) when
we engage in life-sustaining acts by creating a sense of pleasure, satisfaction or
reward when doing them.



Repetition of such activities is encouraged by the pleasure and thus activates a
reward circuit involving the repetition of life-perpetuating behaviors.



Dopamine also guides the brain to associate importance to life-sustaining
activities, therefore the more powerful the experience the louder the message
of importance and the stronger the desire is to repeat the activity.

Dopey on Dopamine


Substances impact with the way our nervous system manages information
by influencing its communication system. The key elements of such
communication are neurotransmitters such as dopamine, serotonin, GABA,
Acetylcholine, Epinephrine, Norepinephrine, and Endorphins.



Certain substances release Dopamine at 2 to 10 x greater than the brain
does under natural circumstances.



The likelihood that a particular drug will lead to addiction is strongly tied to
the rate at which dopamine is released, and the intensity and duration of
that release.



If an individual continues to consume the addictive substance, the brain
adapts to the artificially high levels of dopamine and stops producing
dopamine naturally (or reduces the number of dopamine receptors).



This leads to a person receiving less pleasure through natural behaviors in
life.



With repeated flooding of the brain with dopamine, the natural brain
reward circuit can collapse, ultimately causing low dopamine function,
intense cravings, and diminished ability to perceive pleasure (without the
substance).



This can lead to the vicious cycle of addiction.

Another way to look at Substance Abuse
“The opposite of addiction is not sobriety. The opposite of addiction is
connection. And our whole society, the engine of our society, is geared
towards making us connect with things not people. If you are note a
good consumer capitalist citizen, if you’re spending your time bonding
with the people around you and no buying stuff – in fact, we are trained
from a very young age to focus our hopes and our dreams and our
ambitions on things we can buy and consume. And drug addiction is
really a subset of that.” – Joann Hari

“It’s not your morality, it’s not your brain; it’s your cage.
Addiction is largely an adaptation to your environment. “
–Bruce K Alexander

We’ve created a society where significant numbers of our fellow citizens
cannot bear to be present in their lives without being drugged, right?
We’ve created a hyperconsumerist, isolated world that is , for a lot of
people, much more like (an empty cage).

Gabor Mate from “In the Realm of Hungry
Ghosts: Close Encounters with Addiction”


“Not all addictions are rooted in abuse or trauma, but I
do believe they can all be traced to painful experience.
A hurt is at the centre of all addictive behaviors. It is
present in the gambler, the Internet addict, the
compulsive shopper and the workaholic. The wound may
not be as deep and the ache not as excruciating, and it
may even be entirely hidden – but it’s there. As we’ll see,
the effects of early stress or adverse experiences directly
shape both the psychology and the neurobiology of
addiction in the brain.”



“It is impossible to understand addiction without asking
what relief the addict finds, or hopes to find, in the drug
or the addictive behavior.”



“The attempt to escape from pain, is what creates more
pain.”

The Great Work
“One does not become
Enlightened by imagining figures of
light but by making the darkness
conscious. The latter procedure,
however, is disagreeable, and
therefore, not popular.”
Carl Jung

KEYS TO FINDING CLARITY:

SELF RESOURCE



Slow Down and Step Back



Question



Breathe deeply and Implement a Variety of Mindfulness and
Grounding Practices (to put your frontal lobes back on-line).



Look for Patterns in yourself and your life.



Study Occulted (deliberately hidden) Information



Recognize that your emotions are indicators of something
important but they are not necessarily telling you the truth about
a situation.



Do Self-Inquiry



Notice cognitive dissonance



Learn to trust yourself, your own perceptions , and not what you
are being told. (QUESTION THE MAINSTREAM NARRATIVE)



Identify and Challenge Your Deeply Imbedded WORLD VIEWS



Learn the Trivium



Develop your Intuitive Abilities.



Know your Rights.

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY

We Are The Solution We Are Looking For

COURSE CORRECTION


Create a STRATEGY



Seek Knowledge and Truth



ASSERT your Rights



Cultivate Care



Learn Natural Law as a Guide to Moral Principals



Become a Witness to Your Thoughts and Emotions.



Look for Patterns in your self, others, and the world.



Notice Incongruence.



Be honest with your self.



Develop Effective Communication Skills



Do Shadow Work and Process residue of Past
Trauma



Learn Emotional Regulation.



Cleanse, process and purge. Regularly.



When you have knowledge, take action.



Align Yourself with the TRUTH

DETERMINATION AND PERSISTANCE



BE UNDAUNTED



DON’T GIVE UP.



FIND YOUR INNER STRENGTH



FIND A REASON, A WHY



BE MOTIVATED.



Select a COURSE starting FROM WHEREEVER YOU ARE.



Activate WILL POWER.



Think for yourself.



Determine your own trajectory.

You are a person with a history, working
on making history.



PERSONAL



FAMILY



ANCESTRAL



There is memory in your cells



There is memory in your DNA

Breaking down
YOUR UNRESOLVED PAST
Current symptoms are our guide to what needs to be
healed. They are clues to unresolved traumas derived
from our past.


Take note of your emotional overreactions.



Notice what triggers you.



Write a Trauma Time Line including both big and
little traumas.



Notice periods of your history where you are missing
memories.



Notice what parts of your life you would prefer to
skip over.



What riles you behaviors do you end up regretting?

Self- Inquiry

HOW DO YOU ENSLAVE YOURSELF?









By Believing in a an Authority outside of Natural Law or God. This includes becoming
subservient to a government, a church, a teacher, a guru, a doctor, a minister, a
spouse, an employer, etc.
Believing in false left-right paradigms such as political parties or groups that create
separation and competition with other groups. The illusion of separation.
Believing in Religion of any sort, including government, scientism, money.
Believing (fooling yourself by believing) that the institutions of religion, banking,
medicine, law, law enforcement, military, education and just about every other
societal institution exist to do what they claim they exist for, and that they are for your
benefit.
Giving away your personal power and decision making.
Operating from the FIGHT-FLIGHT-FREEZE complex of your mind-body system.

Self- Inquiry
HOW DO YOU ENSLAVE YOURSELF WITH YOUR OWN THOUGHTS, BELIEFS and ACTIONS?

WHAT ARE YOUR CHILDHOOD WOUNDS?
Self- Inquiry

YOUR INTERNALIZED SELF-DEFEATING SCRIPTS?


Write a list of emotional wounds or traumas (big or small) that
have occurred to you from your birth to the present time.



With each one, ask yourself, how do I feel about myself when
I remember that experience?



What feelings and beliefs about yourself did those
experiences promote?

Examples of faulty beliefs:
I am….
Helpless, Unimportant, Powerless, Not Good Enough, Invisible,
Stupid, Ugly, Undesirable…….

Signs that we are Triggered
Consciousness Contracts as we Fall into Fight or Flight
Operating from our limbic system and brainstem


Rational Thinking diminishes or ENDS.



Compassion diminishes or ENDS.



Fight Response



Flight Response



Freeze Response



Unable to stay within our window of tolerance: Fluctuating
between hyperstimulation (anger, reactivity, mania) and
hypostimulation (depression, apathy, chronic fatigue)



Dissociation/Memory Loss/Checking out

TRIUNE BRAIN (simple model)
Right and Left Hemisphere Functions


Frontal lobe/Neocortex = Unique to
Human Brain = Thinking Brain



Limbic system with AMYGDALA =
Animal Brain



Brain Stem = Reptile Brain

The Only Rules That Should Guide Us
NATURAL LAW PRINCIPLES Provide the ROAD
MAP TO MORALITY


Natural Law Is a set of UNIVERSAL, INHERENT, OBJECTIVE,
NON-MAN-MADE, ETERNAL, and IMMUTABLE CONDITIONS
which govern the consequences of behaviors of beings with
the capacity for understanding the difference between
harmful and non-harmful behavior. The understanding of
NATURAL LAW is centered upon bringing our own
CONSCIENCE into alignment with OBJECTIVE MORALITY. This
means definitely KNOWING which behaviors are RIGHTS
because they do NOT cause harm to other sentient beings,
and which behaviors are WRONGS because they DO cause
harm to other sentient beings.



Natural Law is sometimes called Cosmic Law, or Universal Law
or God’s Law or Spiritual Law

WAYS WE DO NOT SEE
Quotes by Michael Tsarion
“The symbolically illiterate man is less able to resist the propaganda of the
hidden dictators who control the world. He is vulnerable and perpetually
victimized by overlords who manipulate his beliefs and allegiances. As
time goes by, he becomes completely dependent on his masters, and will
do and think whatever keeps him in subconscious rapport them. If
maintaining the status quo means loss of individuality, it is a sacrifice he
makes. Modern man has just enough freedom to entrap himself, enough
will to enslave himself, and enough understanding to choose ignorance.”
Modern man’s failure to attune to his inner voice ensures he lives
inauthentically.

“Each man is his own priest and each woman her own priestess.”

SLAVERY: How much freedom do you

need to lose before you consider it slavery?


The Belief in Authority Legitimizes Slavery.



If we give up our power of choice to another person or group, we are enslaving
ourselves mentally if not also physically.



Government in reality involves coercion and threat.



Government condones physical violence.



Slavery conditions teach people not to think for themselves and makes them
passive, turning to others to solve their problems.



Slavery conditions, big or small, lead to a diminishment of our moral compass.



Subtle Slavery conditions include an External Locus of Control and a Willful
Abdication of our Free Will and Our Right to Self Defense.



“Slavery stops people from making choices in their own lives.” Chris Jantzen from



What amount of coercion and threat against our body and freedom is not
slavery?

EndEvil.Life

Government Is Slavery

DIVIDED WITHIN:
TRAUMA FRAGMENTS THE MIND


Humans are amazing and resilient beings. Our adaptability
allows us to function through and despite extreme stressors.



Our brain and nervous system responds to stress and trauma in
such a way to allow us to keep functioning in one way or
another, even when the nervous system is injured or sick.



With chronic prolonged or extreme trauma episodes, aka
CHRONIC STRESS, our system responds by compartmentalizing
itself.



Trauma fragments the mind so that the trauma/stress does not
overwhelm the individual so much that he or she cant survive.



Basic Compartments include the survival/functioning self and
the traumatized self.

Our Compartmentalized Mind


When a person’s own mind is split into compartments, their functioning
becomes disjointed and out of congruence, resulting in states of cognitive
dissonance. One aspect of self is not consciously connected to what the
other part is feeling or needing and contradictory behaviors result. People
may feel incapable of stopping certain behavior patterns.



A compartmentalized mind that operates unconsciously splits us off from
our own self and interferes with its ability to integrate our full personality. We
end up being driven by unconscious unmet needs.



This might result in behaviors that work against our stated goals. For
example, if my goal is to save money and avoid impulse spending, I may
repeat overspending behaviors anyway and feel repeated frustrated. Self
sabotaging behaviors are common outcomes.



Compartmentalization is also a social manipulation strategy that leads to
obfuscation of information and leaves people ignorant. When one
department does not know what another department is doing, people are
left unclear of and separate from the big picture. This makes people
vulnerable to misinformation and manipulation, and feelings of
powerlessness.

COGNITIVE DISSONANCE
The state of having inconsistent thoughts, beliefs, or
attitudes, especially as relating to behavioral decisions
and attitude change.
INCONSISTENT THOUGHTS, BELIEFS & ATTITUDES

IDENTIFYING THE SEPARATE PARTS
OF YOUR SELF
In an attempt to function and survive, our mind and consciousness can become
compartmentalized. Each part of self, even if it appears self-destructive, is created
in an attempt to serve us, to keep us alive. Sometimes, however, destructive
aspects of ourselves dominate or take over too much control of our system. The
result is unhappiness, and a sense of being out of control of our lives.


Our goal is to access the core Self and then from there recognize and
understand each of the different parts, promote dialogue between them and
ultimately heal and integrate the disparate parts into one cohesive aware and
working unit.



The Internal Family Systems Model (created by Richard C, Schwartz), for
example, identifies generally types of parts as : Exiles (psychological trauma and
wounds which carry the pain), Managers (which take a role of protecting the
person from harm and painful emotions), and Firefighters (which emerge when
Exiles break out and demand attention. Firefighters divert attention away from
feelings of shame and express in impulsive or inappropriate behaviors such as
overeating or substance use or overworking).

WE ARE ALL PROGRAMED:
Our Beliefs, Shoulds and Judgments
Where do they come from?


Social Engineering (media, marketing, advertising, etc.)



Family/Parental/Spousal programming



Education system



Someone else’s agenda



Someone else’s profit



Someone else’s benefit



Someone else’s power trip



Symbolism (covert and overt)

Circles of Influence (and Programming)
What beliefs and world views have you adopted from each influence?
What beliefs about your self have you taken on from them?


Family



Teachers



Coaches/Mentors (or other significant adults)



Friends



Workplace



Community



Religion



Political Affiliation/ Government



Region/Sub-Culture (i.e. Do you live in the city, suburb, countryside, mountains?)



Ethnicity



Gender



Food You Eat (do you eat processed foods, whole foods, organic, meat,
vegetarian, etc.)

Self inquiry

MIND CONTROL STRATEGIES:

Methods of Manipulation (Mark Passio)


Obfuscation



Worldview Poisoning





Corruption of “Food” and
“Medicine”

Primal Fears



Illusion of Time



Divide and Conquer



The D-H-R Factor



Indoctrination



Religion/Binding



Controlled Opposition



Subversive Symbolism



Financial System



Chaos Sorcery



Control of the Mass Media



Problem, Reaction, Solution

 Gas lighting
 Projection
 Guilt-Tripping
 Silent Treatment
 Negative Humor
 Pretend Ignorance
 Victimhood
 Constant Criticism
 Throwing a Tantrum

“SOFT” Mind Control
“Mind control is sometimes loosely defined as
information control. This being one of many
accepted ways to define the term should
immediately raise questions of distrust towards
your information sources. Since what we think is
based on what we learn, manipulation of a mind,
or a nation of minds , can be accomplished
through control of information. With though
control being a result of information control, many
avid researchers of mind sciences simply label it
“soft” mind control. – Mark Phillips from Trance
Formation of America
Imagine… what happens to a young human
psyche when information is combined with
physical and emotional trauma?

Brainwashing (also known as Mind

Control, Menticide, Coercive Persuasion,
Thought Control, Thought Reform, and ReEducation) -from Wikipedia


Is the concept that the human mind can be altered or controlled
by certain psychological techniques. Brainwashing is said to reduce
its subjects’ ability to think critically or independently, to allow the
introduction of new, unwanted thoughts and ideas into their minds,
as well as to change their attitudes, values and beliefs.”



Philip Zimbardo defined mind control by religious cults as “the
process by which individual or collective freedom of choice and
action is compromised by agents or agencies that modify or distort
perception, motivation, affect, cognition or behavioral outcomes”,
and he suggested that any human being is susceptible to such
manipulation.

CULT TECHNIQUES – Think about how these

techniques are incorporated in common institutions that we don’t normally
think of as cults (such as the military, police force, Catholic schools, etc.)


Isolation (Us vs. Them mentality),



Conformity (sameness), i.e. Uniforms



Indoctrination Through Repetition (includes rigorous schedules, drills,
etc.),



Physical Trauma (exhaustion, disrupted sleep, poor diet), and



Mental/Emotional Trauma (verbal and psychological abuse,
shocking scenarios, atmosphere of fear).

Wheel of Power Control
(in domestic violence situations)


Intimidation



Emotional Abuse



Isolation



Minimizing, Denying, and Blaming



Using Children



Economic Abuse



Male Privilege



Coercion and Threats

GETTING OUT OF CULTS, RELIGIONS
and OTHER ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Five Stages of Deprograming:
1) Discredit the figure of authority
2) Present contradictions (ideology vs. reality)
3) The breaking point: When a person begins to listen to the new information, when
reality begins to take precedence over ideology.
4) Self expression: When the subject begins to open up and voice gripes against the
cult.
5) Identification and transference: when the subject begins to identify with the
deprogrammers, starts to think for him or herself
6) Complete separation

7) Identify, Challenge and Replace Programing
The first and most difficult step is to
realize that one has been the victim of programming.

Equality Wheel


Non-Threatening Behavior



Respect



Trust and Support



Honesty and Accountability



Responsible Parenting



Shared Responsibility



Economic Partnership



Negotiation and Fairness

LOVE is ESSENTIAL IN THE
EQUATION


When Love of Self equals Love of Others, then LOVE guides everything.,
and we are Safe amongst each other.



When we realize we are all equal in the eyes of creation, we see the
importance of honoring ALL living beings.



We SEE THAT WE ARE ALL ONE



In addition to being whole as individuals , we are all inter-connected
and interdependent as a species , as a humanity.



Together, in harmony with nature, we can create wonders.

Our DIVERSITY
•
•
•
•

When allowed to prosper in creative
brilliance through the expression of FREE
WILL,
Along with the guiding principle of LOVE
and TRUE CARE,
Within the guidelines of NATURAL LAW,
Can be expressed as the Greatest Potential
of everyone and unlock a MAGNIFICENT
SOCIETY.

Natural Healing


There is a natural impetus towards healing, integration and life itself.



Our body, like the earth, regenerates itself.



The brain creates new pathways after injury.



Cuts heal without us doing anything to make it happen.



Our mental and emotional trauma can be healed.



Sometimes we get in the way of our natural healing.

OUR POTENTIAL FOR
TRANSFORMATION







Epigenetics
Neuroplasticity
Brain Science
Inherent drive for REPAIR
There is something bigger than us
Decipher between: Personal Perceptions, Expressions and
Manipulations and Actual Occurrences and Moral Principles.

“Spend time contemplating who you want to be. The
mere process of contemplating who you want to be,
begins to change your brain.” Joe Dispenza

FINDING YOUR SUPER POWERS


YOUR BIRTH RIGHT



UNTAPPED POTENTIALS



GETTING OUT OF YOUR OWN WAY



GETTING OUT OF POWER STRUCTURES THAT LIMIT YOU



Dissolving Core Negative Cognitions and Self-Defeating
Scripts



CLAIM YOUR POWER TO OVERCOME ADVERSITY



PERSEVERE



DEVELOP A POSITIVE SUPPORT SYSTEM

HEALING FROM TRAUMAS
“The greatest damage done by neglect, trauma or emotional loss is not the immediate
pain they inflict but he long-term distortions they induce in the way a developing child
will continue to interpret the world and her situation in it. … Unwittingly, we write the story
of our future from narratives based on the past…Mindful awareness can bring into
consciousness those hidden , past –based perspectives so that they no longer frame our
worldview. Choice begins the moment you dis-identify from the mind and its
conditioned patterns, the moment you become present…Until you reach that point, you
are unconscious.”
- Gabor Mate


Core Negative Beliefs



Scripts of your wounding



Behavioral Patterns



Relationship Patterns



Triggers with Over-reactivity



Trauma patterns that play out over and over.

WHAT IS PERSONAL SOVEREIGNTY?
WHAT IS TRUE FREEDOM?


Sovereign = Above Ruler-ship or Control



A State of Mind



A State of Being



The ability to be you, express yourself and do
what you choose as long as you are not
hurting others.



Sovereign means NOT a subject or a slave.

NOT A SLAVE

HEALING INVOLVES CLAIMING OUR PERSONAL SOVEREIGNTY

Freedom and Sovereignty result
from healing both our Internal and
External Trauma Bonds.

YOUR ROAR of FREEDOM

“The greatest fear in the
world is the opinions of
others. And the moment you
are unafraid of the crowd
you are no longer a sheep,
you become a lion. A great
roar arises in your heart, the
roar of freedom.” – Osho

STRIVING FOR
PERSONAL ALIGNMENT of
MIND, BODY, AND SPIRIT
THOUGHTS
FEELINGS
ACTIONS

VALUES: LIVING WITH A CODE OF ETHICS


During Chaotic times, We all need a CODE to follow



Do No Harm/ The Non-Aggression Principle



Care about Others



The Right to Self Defense

NATURAL LAW APPLIED


Real Life Examples of living in congruence with Natural
Law. CAUSE AND EFFECT.



All our actions have consequences, although there is
often a delay between cause and effect.



If you eat too much sugar, over time you will gain
weight, get diabetes or your teeth may rot.



If you spend too much money, you will later come up
short for something else.



If you lie or cheat, you will lose the trust of that person.



If you tolerate abuse, you will get more abuse.



If your aggress against another, the other has the right
to defend himself against you.



The examples are endless.

Force vs. Violence. There is a Difference

Conscience
CONSCIENCE is the KNOWLEDGE of the difference between
Right and Wrong behavior. Conscience is NOT behavior itself;
the EXERCISE of conscience is behavior.
Conscience is NOT the DESIRE or INTENTION to do the Right
thing. This misconception causes many people to believe
that they themselves or others have Conscience when they
DO NOT. Someone can have all the desire or intent in the
world to “do the right thing” but if they do not have the
KNOWLEDGE to do so, they can never succeed in actually
doing what is right.”
-Mark Passio WOEIH

IT IS UP TO YOU


It is up to you, and no one else, to do the right thing.



It is up to you, and no one else, to choose your path.



The consequences of your choices fall upon you.



If you commit violence, you are responsible for that.



If you tolerate violence upon yourself, you are responsible for the
consequence of allowing.



Even if you ignore or deny the cause,

there will be an effect


There will always be a consequence.

DEVELOP and EMPOWER YOURSELF

BUILD NEW SKILLS AND MUSCLES

BE YOURSELF and CARE ABOUT OTHERS


Happiness is not a selfish endeavor based solely on pleasure seeking or
hedonism. At the same time, pleasure is not wrong or sinful. Pleasure can
certainly be a pathway or tool to gaining knowledge.



True Happiness is possible when we are in a state of CARE for truth and all of
humanity, and when we recognize that as long as another person suffers, we
ourselves are not free from suffering.



If we act inconsiderately of another, our outcome will not be freedom because
of the consequences of inconsideration.



Agape Love: a Greco-Christian term referring to love, “the highest form of love,
charity” and “the love of God for man and of man for God.”



Agape Love is a sacrificial love that voluntarily suffers inconvenience,
discomfort, and even death for the benefit of another without expecting
anything in return.

Freedom Isn’t Selfish.

Lawrence Wasson:
www.ThePrincipleOfCare.com

DIRECT your FREE WILL to EXPRESS YOUR
INDIVIDUALITY and YOUR GIFTS


Your life and your voice are needed here on Earth. These are gifts waiting to
be offered.



We each have a unique vibrational signature.



There are receivers waiting who are needing and resonant to your unique
gifts.



Each of us was born with a unique personality, a unique voice and our own
tapestry of talents and potentials.



To identify and express the gifts we were born with is a marvelous adventure.



Someone in the world needs what we are offering. It is sad and a loss for
someone somewhere if we do not share our gifts back into the world.



Realizing this eliminates the need for competition and eliminates fear of lack.



There is enough to go around. There is an abundance available for each one
of us.



While you clearly have the free will NOT to follow these suggestions, I believe
that doing so will add to your happiness and will also help the world.

INVENTORY YOUR STRENGTHS, SKILLS AND TALENTS
Self Inquiry

List your
Strengths.

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

Reprocessing Strategies


UNPLUG



Stop your Addictive Behaviors



Get Unbiased Feedback



Educate Yourself



Use the Trivium



Balance Your Brain



Find a Positive Support Network



Identify and Process Subconscious Beliefs



Metabolize Unresolved Emotions



Know Your Worth and CLAIM IT.



Set Healthy Boundaries.

WHAT
HAS TRUE
INTRINSIC
VALUE?

SELF KNOWLEDGE
What’s your
Personality Type?

Self Inquiry

ASTROLOGY
AS A TOOL OF SELF DISCOVERY

Self Inquiry

WHAT MAKES YOU TICK?
Self Inquiry


Learn about your individual make up,

motivations, personality features, etc.



KNOW THYSELF

Delphi Oracle :
“Heed these words, You who wish to probe the depths of nature: If you
do not find within yourself that which you seek, neither will you find it
outside. In you is hidden the treasure of treasures.
Know Thyself and you will know the Universe and the Gods.”

OUR SEARCH FOR A STATE OF
BEING….


When you grasp for short term pleasure, what
feelings are you really SEEKING?



What are the underlying needs you yearn to fill?



WHAT BRINGS YOU TRUE JOY?



What creates REAL PEACE?



What naturally gives you ENERGY?



What gives you a sense of MEANING, PURPOSE OR
TRUE CALLING?



What gives your life VALUE?



What makes you feel USEFUL?



Discover your unique formula for THRIVING

Self Inquiry

WHEEL OF CHANGE (more like a spiral)
Where are you on this wheel?


Pre Contemplation – “I don’t know there is a problem.”



Contemplation – “I’m starting to see a problem.” Consequences
are accumulating. I am contemplating the problems in my life and
looking at possible changes and potential decisions and
consequences. I start to see myself as an agent of change.



A Decision – “I see the need for change and choose a direction.”



Planning and Preparation – Getting yourself ready.



Action – Move forward on a plan. Change Steps.



Maintenance – New Habits become Routine.



Relapse – Learn from slips and setbacks.



START OVER

INTENTION and GOAL SETTING STRATEGIES













Set Intentions and Write Them Down
DO IT NOW!
List: Things you want to HAVE, DO, BE, and SHARE
Be Specific
State the accomplishment in the positive, present tense, i.e. “I am confident
and articulate when talking to others”.
Imagine each goal COMPLETED imagining what it would be like using all
your senses.
With each goal, note a time frame for its accomplishment
Connect with each goal EMOTIONALLY.
Write down WHY each goal is IMPORTANT to you?
Be sure to include goals around HEALTH and DIET, WAYS of BEING, YOUR BEST
DAY EVER, and ABUNDANCE.
Strategies Borrowed from David Avocado Wolfe

USE YOUR WILL POWER


After Contemplation



Make a decision. (Decide what’s right
using the Trivium in combination with your
Intuition/Inner Knowing/Self Knowledge)



Will Power is the force which moves you
from Inaction to Action.



Plan and Prepare.



TAKE ACTION!



Will Power partners with COURAGE.

“YOUR WORD IS YOUR WAND”


Mind is Causality



Words have a deep and often hidden power.



Be mindful and selective in your use of words.



Keep your words consistent with your goals and intentions.



Speak about yourself as having become the person you
strive to be.

MARRYING INTENTION WITH WILL
Self Inquiry


Left Hand is Intention



Right Hand is Will



Aligning our Personal Will with Divine Will



Being in the Flow



The Real Law of Attraction, Aligning THOUGHT, FEELING and ACTION



If we are using our will power to do things that are not consistent with our sincere
intentions (goals, true purpose, etc.) then you will have strain, unwanted
consequences and set backs .



The grains in the shell will rub you in the direction of creating a pearl.



Will you respond to the friction and heed the call to Growth (Generative Principle).

WHERE ARE YOU OUT OF ALIGNMENT WITHIN YOURSELF? BETWEEN YOUR
personal will and DIVINE WILL?

FINDING YOUR NORTH STAR
(Orlog, Dharma, Purpose, Soul Desire, etc.)


THE CROOKED BUT PERSISTANT PATH



It’s about Both the Journey and the Destination.



A Pathway to Mastery



Persisting through Failures



Looking out for detours, dead ends, cul de sacs and eddies



Rising above Conditions



Persevering



The Hero’s Journey



Activating your Will in the Direction of Your



True Heart’s Desire

YOUR NORTH STAR IS YOUR SOUL PURPOSE

Self Inquiry

Ask yourself this question: If money were
no object and you could not fail, what
would you really truly want to be doing
with your life?

DEVELOPING YOUR INDIVIDUAL
NORTH STAR MAP













WHAT IS YOUR NORTH STAR?
MILESTONES ALONG THE WAY
SMALLER GOALS AND MARKERS
BEHAVIORS THAT ARE REQUIRED FOR PROGRESS
ONGOING EDUCATION
SOURCES OF INSPIRATION
SKILLS NEEDED TO DEVLEOP FOR SUCCESS/MAINTAINANCE AND
INTERVENTION
SUPPORT SYSTEMS/SCAFFOLDING/MENTORS
SIGNS YOU ARE OFF TRACK OR STUCK IN AN EDDY
INDIVIDUALIZED TOOLKIT
INDIVIDUAL RISKS AND WEAKNESSES, TEMPTATIONS AND BLIND SPOTS

Self Inquiry

WATCH OUT FOR TRICKS


TRICKS that PULL US OFF PATH



COMMON PITFALLS



Psychological Defenses



Pleasure Seeking/Reinforcement Pathways – Brain Chemistry



Religions: Organized Religions, Scientism,
Politics/Government, New Age Movement, Money,
Accumulating Stuff



Technology/Social Media/Algorithms within that take
advantage of our brain chemistry



Mind Control Strategies



Inversions of Truth



It’s easy to be spellbound by imposters and actors.

Don’t stop half way up the hill.
Persevere until you get to the top!

SEEK TRUTH. SEEK ALIGNMENT.
NOT STUFF, NOT POWER


Money is a most powerful religion.



Accumulation of $ and Material Comforts is like a drug. It numbs us
from our pain and gives us the illusion of happiness.



What has INTRINSIC VALUE?
Something has true intrinsic value
if it directly provides survival
benefit. For example: cloth for
clothing, material for shelter,
garden for food, a well for water.
Money is a symbol, a false god,
without actual intrinsic meaning
beyond that given to it. Money is
a control tool.

Skills for Success
Self Inquiry

One of my mentors once told me that there are three important skills to
create success:

 Set

GOALS.

 Manage

 Get

your TIME.

along with PEOPLE.

How well are you doing in these 3 areas?

GOAL SETTING


Similar to Intention setting, goals involve
the step of choosing a specific focus,
defining a goal, and the action steps or
tasks along the way to its completion.



Goal setting involves specificity and
behavioral steps.



Goals setting involves a time frames
including dead lines.



Goals are measureable.

TIME MANAGEMENT
Learning the skills to master 3-D life demands is
IMPORTANT.
Our physical bodies are as important as our spiritual,
emotional and intellectual bodies.
The domain of time is something we can use to our benefit
in the endeavor of setting and achieving our goals.

Cultivating Discipline.
Goal Setting.
Time Management.

ORGANIZATION

Getting
Things Done
(GTD) Flow
Chart
By David
Allen

SIMPLIFYING

PEOPLE SKILLS


Communication



Empathy



Body language



Tone of voice



Networking



Initiate conversations





Taking chances (emotional risks)

Connect and Repair, Connect and Repair

HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS ,
NOURISHING CONNECTIONS


Affection



Laughter



Conversation



Honesty



Integrity



Inspiration



Freedom to be yourself

ADULT ATTACHMENT STYLES
The
relationships
we have as a
child with our
Caregivers
creates the
template for
our
relationships
when we are
adults.

“When these needs are
not met, we become
codependent + seek adult
relationships where our
worth is met through
another person. We betray
ourselves to find love.
These cycles are the
familiar unconscious cycles
of our childhood.”
@the.holistic.psychologist

In addition to seeking our sense of
self-worth through other people,
we seek it through obtaining
material possessions, social status,
and through power and control.

Our dysfunctional
relationships, or codependencies, can be with
individuals as well as systems.

HEAL YOUR TRAUMA


Make peace with your past



Make peace with your parents



Make peace with your family



Make peace with your ethnicity



Make peace with your ancestry



Make peace with your schools



Make peace with your gender



Make peace with your enemies



Healing yourself can heal generations of trauma and
stop the cycle of pain for future generations

FREE YOUR MIND:
DO YOUR INNER WORK
If you do not consciously choose your own thoughts and values,
someone else will choose them for you.
 Human beings are programmable from birth.
 In order to free our minds, we need to look within and see how we were
already programmed (by our parents, schools, friends, government,
media, jobs, etc.)
 Access your subconscious
 Excavate your shadow material
 Do the work of mental, emotional and spiritual alchemy
 Align your Behaviors and Circumstances along with that work
(This may look like job changes, downsizing, clearing out things,
ending relationships, beginning creative projects, etc.


“WHAT IS MENTIONABLE IS MANAGABLE.”
… Mr. Rogers


Shine light on what has been hidden.



Hidden Inside Yourself



Hidden In the World Around You



Become a De-Occultist

“If you bring forth what is within you, what you bring forth will save you.
If you do not bring forth what is within you, what you do not bring forth
will destroy you.” …Gospel of Thomas:

DO THE SHADOW WORK:
YES, IT’S UNCOMFORTABLE.


What issue from your past do you avoid
talking about?



What tasks do you procrastinate on?



What are you doing to distract yourself
from your thoughts and feelings?



What happens when you are still and
silent?



What disappointing patterns keep
showing up in your life? Your
relationships?



What are your self doubts?

Self Inquiry

Self Inquiry

STAGES OF ALCHEMY
Self Inquiry
Transformation transcends the
mundane and yet is present in
everything.
The alchemy of change
transcends logic to merge with
the heavenly.

Transcendent Personal
Change involves …


Activating the Mystery of
the Universe,



Partnering with Spirit, and



Recognizing that our
potential is far vaster than
ever previously realized.

Carl Jung’s 4 Stages of Transformation



Confession/Catharsis (becoming conscious, separating and extracting elements of your psyche,
the shadow work, understanding what you project onto others and the world. Becoming aware of
your own darkness; creates the possibility of change)



Illumination/Elucidation (amplification, association, creative imagination, symbolization of the

problem. Applying analysis. Increased awareness of unconscious processes, changes of attitude,
going beyond the intellect)


Education (enrolls the ego and persona in reference to issues, consciousness is used to interpret an
issue in realms of both thinking and feeling, rational and irrational.



Transformation (this stage re-imagines your relationship to a problem. Transformation as an
alchemical process of internal metamorphosis, transmuting poison to medicine. Includes a
partnership with Spirit, that force vaster than us and not reducible to its parts.

Hel
The Norse Goddess
of the Underworld

Hel guards the dead and she has a glowing eye that
sees all truth. She can not be lied to.

Her hall is called
Sleet-Cold; her dish,
Hunger; Famine is her
knife; Idler, her thrall;
Sloven, her
maidservant; Pit of
Stumbling, her
threshold, by which
one enters; Disease,
her bed; Gleaming
Bale, her bedhangings. She is half
blue-black and half
flesh-color (by which
she is easily
recognized), and
very lowering and
fierce.

From Gylfaginning, chapter 34

FEEL ALL YOUR FEELINGS.
REGULATE YOUR EMOTIONS.
Learn the Tools to manage your emotions


Build up your tolerance for discomfort and emotional distress.



Learn a variety of Emotional Regulation Skills



The Wave – Mindful Emotions

BE CONSCIOUS, AWAKE AND
AWARE


Being awake means to see the TRUTH for what
it is, without sugar coating or distortion.



Don’t go back to sleep.

CENSORSHIP DUMBS US DOWN


PRINCIPAL OF CORRESPONDENCE, AS ABOVE SO BELOW, AS WITHIN
SO WITHOUT



Censorship can be INTERNAL and it can be EXTERNAL

THE NATURAL LAW OF FREEDOM



Human Beings need freedom to thrive. Without freedom, people live in a
state of chronic stress which ultimately creates traumatization and brain
imbalance and in extreme cases brain injury such as PTSD.



True Freedom depends upon us understanding Natural Law objectively.



In other words, we must understand which behaviors are moral behaviors.
Then we must live by them.

As the Collective Morality of a species increases, their Collective Freedom
as a species increases. As the collective morality of a species decreases, we
go deeper and deeper into bondage and enslavement.

SEEKING SAFETY:

IT’S NORMAL AND IT CAN MESS US UP.
We Flee to…
Safety in the Familiar
Safety in Connection/Danger in Connection
Safety in Isolation
Afraid to Trust
Enduring Dysfunctional Relationships
When Fear calls the shots, We stay in Hiding.

STAYING TOO SAFE IS A DETRIMENT to our FREEDOM.

We FLEE
When we are
activated in fear and
scared for our life, we
may run. The impulse
to get away from
pain and threat is a
survival instinct.
Adrenaline builds in
our body and gives
us energy to flee.

The escalated stress
hormones in our body
caused by being frequently
in fight or flight negatively
impact our bodily systems
especially our digestive
tract.

We Fight…
As a survival instinct
To eliminate perceived threats…
To ward off attack.
We fight…
To protect our ego.
We fight…
When we feel empowered to fight.
Sometimes we fight for the wrong things
Against the wrong people.

Sometimes we fight for illusions
And we don’t fight for true freedom.

We Freeze…
When we can’t fight…
When we are too weak or
small…pinned down, unable
to move.
When we are mesmerized,
confused or don’t know what
is going on.
When it isn’t safe to fight or to
flee, we sometimes freeze.
Collapse. Submit. Dissociate.

DISSOCIATION

Healing
Dissociation

Transforming SHAME AND SELF LOATHING
to SELF LOVE


Poor Self Value creates Self Sabotage.



To avoid sabotaging yourself on your goals, you need to overcome self
loathing and shame.



This can be tricky, as we are often unaware of the negative core beliefs
and experiences that are shaping our lives unconsciously.



If you are feeling stuck, unable to break out of self defeating patterns or
have a lot of “bad luck”, or a pattern of “bad things happening to you”,
look deeper into this.



One needs to first identify the core negative beliefs that you harbor, and
then desensitize and reprocess the negative self-statement and the
memories (often unconscious). Finding the root cause (or traumatizing
experience) is most powerful to target for change.



The roots of most people’s poor self esteem is an early experience of
abandonment by a parental figure. The abandonment can be physical or
emotional, intended or unintended, obvious or subtle.

AND
COMPASSION

AFFIRMATIONS

BE COURAGOUS
HOPE has two beautiful daughter; their names are
ANGER and COURAGE. Anger at the way things
are, and Courage to see that they do not remain
as they are.
Saint Augustine

DON’T GET TROMPED ON:

Non-Violence Principle and the Right to Self Defense


Your Changing will Bring OUTSIDE RESISTANCE. The people and
institutions who benefit from the status quo will not want you to
change.



Despite your Right to Change, someone somewhere will
challenge you, criticize you, coerce you, perhaps try and force
you through violence to bring you back to the way things were.



You will be tested and tempted to go back to previous states of
homeostasis (perceived safety due to familiarity).



Or perhaps a Powerful Person in your life will try and move you in
a new direction that you don’t want to go, so YOU SAY NO.



To RESIST COERSION and VIOLENCE, you will need to STAND YOUR
GROUND.



Because you want peace, you avoid violence using the NONAGGRESSION PRINCIPLE.



However, if this person persists with coercion, lies, or violence
YOUR HAVE THE RIGHT TO SELF DEFENSE through whatever means
necessary.



THESE PRINCIPLES in concert with NATURAL LAW PRINCIPLES
create true freedom.

NO!

OUR POWER WORD
Saying NO to oppressors is of Primary Importance to our lives.
We must activate our will to resist that which is being imposed upon us by
an external abusers and internal repressors.
Our power lies in Saying No to our participation with unprincipled
people, immoral activities, corrupt organizations and oppressive
government programs.
This also means saying NO to self-destructive, negative self talk and selfsabotaging habits and behavior patterns.
This means separating away from that which is out of alignment with
morality. This is acting with conscience.

ABOUT BOUNDARIES


Boundaries establish personal boundaries and are an important aspect of mental
health, relationships and overall well-being.



Boundaries are a means to Self Protection.



Boundaries simply defines the border between people or things. They may be
physical or emotional or energetic.



Qualities of Boundaries: loose (flexible), rigid, or somewhere in between.



“A complete lack of boundaries may indicate that we don’t have a strong identify or
are enmeshed with someone else” (Cleantis, 2017).



“Healthy boundaries can help people define their individuality and can help people
indicate what they will and will not hold themselves responsible for.” Joaquin Selva
Bc.S.



The consequences of not setting healthy boundaries may include chronic stress,
financial burdens, wasted time, relationship problems, mental distress, the prolonging
of physical or mental abuse and the experience of slavery in some form or another.

Ego Health is related to boundaries. Me/Not Me.
Where do you begin and the other person end?

Types of Boundaries:
1.

Physical Boundaries: boundaries around our physical
limits + personal space needs

2.

Emotional Boundaries: boundaries around how you
feel, who you engage with, + what parts of yourself
you share.

3.

Resource Boundaries: boundaries around your time +
energy.

4.

Material Boundaries: boundaries around your things,
how they’re used, + how they’re treated.
@the.holistic.psychologist

Many of us don’t
have or
understand
boundaries
because we
were not
modeled clear
boundaries by
parent-figures OR
our boundaries
were consistently
violated/ignored.

Setting Personal Boundaries
Self Inquiry


DEFINE – Identify the desired boundary



COMMUNICATE – Say what you need



STAY SIMPLE – State Why It Is Important. Don’t Over Explain



SET CONSEQUENCES – Demonstrating How It’s Important
(Positive Psychology)

SELF EVALUATE:
Where do you have clear healthy boundaries in your life?

Which of your boundaries re too flexible and need strengthening?
Which of your boundaries may be too rigid and need loosening?

Signs of CODEPENDENCY
(from the.holistic.psychologist)









Betrays or neglects self in order to gain the love or approval of another
person
Low self worth
Feels closeness or bonded to others through cycles of chaos or
unpredictability
Avoids time alone
Obsessive fear of abandonment
Lack of self trust resulting in inability to make decisions, procrastination,
indecisiveness
Lack of boundaries.

CODEPENDENCY IS CHRONIC SELF NEGLECT

Healing From Trauma Bonds Include:
A Daily Practice of REPARENTING (Ourselves)
Re-parenting allows us to:


Have Clear Boundaries



State Our Needs + allow someone to meet them



Have Self autonomy and interdependence (rather than
codependence)



Find Partners + friends in alignment with our highest self + highest
values



Know our inherent self worth + others who know their inherent self
worth



Escape the cycles of ancestral trauma



Discover relationship as a space for mutual evolution
@the.holistic.psychologist

CODEPENDENT Relationships Looks Like…
Betraying ourselves to be loved, finding our worth through our partner,
plus expecting a partner to meet all of our needs.”

INTERDEPENDENT Relationships Look Like:
1.

A safe, secure attachment between two people to be vulnerable.

2.

Ability to feely express, communicate, + exist without criticism or judgment.

3.

Clear boundaries that are flexible

4.

Ability to see +hear another+ ability to be seen + heard with another.

5.

Able to hold space for the other person’s emotions while also processing our own.

6.

Ability to understand each other’s subjective experience

7.

Time for alone time as well as personal interests

8.

Genuine mutual appreciation + admiration

9.

Relationship provides a space for mutual evolution.

@the.holistic.psychologist

Conscious Relationships
have the awareness that:
1.

We repeat childhood patterns + relationship dynamics

2.

We choose partners who have the familiar traits of our parent
figures

3.

We project the unhealed wounding of a conflicted parent figure
onto our partners (or doctors, bosses, politicians, etc.)

4.

We have inner child wounding from the past that is brought into
the present

5.

A partner is not a parent, and we are not a parent figure to a
partner.
(@the.holistic.psychologist)

SELF

Healthy Romance and
Life Partnerships
A Great Reference Book for Developing Honest and Thriving
Love Relationships is:
Eight Dates: Essential Conversations for a Lifetime of Love
by John Gottman, PhD, Julie Schwartz Gottman, PhD, with Doug Abrams and Rachel
Carlton Abrams, MD

Stop the Unconscious Feedback
Loop of Perpetual Suffering


We can become
comfortable with our
suffering.



Detaching from pain
loops can be
frightening and
uncomfortable.



Unconscious
feedback loops built
on familiar feeling
states can flavor our
life in harmful ways.

Separate from Abusive
and Energy Stealing
Situations

DETACHMENT STRATEGIES
Separating from Control Systems
Disconnection starts with your Mind, followed by concrete, behavioral
separation from abusive people and then oppressive systems. Consider
detaching as much as possible from the following Oppressive Systems:


FINANCIAL: You are not a credit score, avoid credit cards, stop using traditional
banks and loans, explore cryptocurrency.



HEALTH CARE: Decline Health Insurances. Utilize holistic health practices (TCM,
homeopathy, herbal medicine, chiropractic, nutritional therapy, bodywork
modalities, energy work, etc.).



PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM: Home School, Unschool.



LEGAL: Refrain from utilizing child support system, marriage licenses, professional
licenses, social security card and birth certificates.



GOVERNMENT: Taxation, Government Jobs, ID cards, VOTING. Don’t engage in the
political system.

Assess, Diagnose, Prescribe
1.

Recognize that there IS a problem

2.

Get out of fear based denial

3.

Come to know that the symptoms are the effect of a Root
Cause(treating only symptoms will never solve the core problem)

4.

Assess your life and lifestyle holistically.

5.

Assess the problem in detail looking for patterns and causes.

6.

Make an accurate diagnosis of the problem

7.

Implement a Solution based on the diagnosis

8.

Take Action. Apply Knowledge.

9.

Choose a TOOL that will assist in problem correction.

10.

Proceed Step by Step and Build Your Toolbox.

BECOME a DETACHED and COMPASSIONATE
WITNESS of YOURSELF and YOUR EXPERIENCES

Take a Bird’s Eye View
With any problem, imagine yourself
rising above to see it from a Bird’s
Eye View. Look with detached eyes
and observe the patterns and the
context of the situation.
Detach your emotions and preconceived ideas from what you
actually see. Consider the presence
of something different than what
you are used to seeing.

Stop The Blame


Pointing the finger outward is a diversion and avoidance
mechanism that will never bring you true freedom.



Blame and Projection is a form of spiritual bypassing and keeps us
in our chains.



Self Responsibility is the Path to Freedom and True Happiness.



We each need to do our own work. Holistically and Methodically.



Look Within. Take Initiative.



Notice patterns and habits that are out of alignment with each
other.



CARE for Yourself. Make a Correction Plan for your Wellness.



True Freedom Starts Inside You.

Natural Law is Deterministic.
Free Will is Creative.
Our challenge is to creatively work with the INTERPLAY of Natural Law
and Free Will to manifest a desired outcome.
While being open to the Mystery and staying in AWE of the amazing
complexity of the UNI-VERSE we live in.

“We are consciousness experiencing Itself by fractalizing Itself into
individuals that can have different experiences that can feed coexperiences back to source.” – The Wizard Factory
“Spirituality is unseen science. Science is Seen Spirituality.” –The Wizard
Factory
“Chance is Law Unrecognized. It’s about Pattern Recognition.”- Will
Keller

Add Flavor Consciously


Just as a peppercorn enhances the flavor of a soup, each of our
individual expressions releases a power into the world. The more
peppercorns, the more rich the flavor.



Depending on the spice we add, the flavor of the soup changes.

POWER OF PURPOSEFUL VISIONING
State Change Imagery

It’s best to individualize your images rather than follow or borrow from
someone else.


Our trauma does not tell time.



You can do self healing work by using your imagination to re-parent
yourself or by visualizing the healing experiences you need(ed).



INSTALLING POWER IMAGES



Connecting with the ELEMENTS



SAFE CALM PLACE



TAPPING ON PRESSURE POINTS



Teal Swan’s The Completion Process

TOOL

TOOLS FOR HEALING AND THRIVING











There are a variety of tools that you can learn to empower your self
and amplify your life towards the vibration of true freedom.
These skills heighten with increased consciousness, and allow you to
effectively manage your self and your life.
These tools help you to uncover your highest self which I define as
being in internal and external alignment with divine will.
Being a true human involves feeling and fluidly expressing a full
emotional range, living from intention and not fear, and living with
conscious control, not emotional reactivity.
Healing is facing our pain and our shadows. Healing involves
reprocessing and desensitizing from traumas as well as claiming our
birthright to valuing and loving our selves.
Thriving results from fully integrating all our parts, recognizing our value
and learning the tools to maintain our wholeness.
Healing and Thriving is Embodying the Vibration of LOVE and CARE and
recognizing the ONENESS OF HUMANITY and NATURE.

TOOL

Generative/Giving
Practices
Spiritual/Moral
Alignment

Action/Activism
Practices

Creative
Practices

Relational
Practices

Movement
Practices

Stillness Practices
Ritual Cyclical
Practices

Shadow Work

Cognitive
Practices

Each side of our brain is associated
with different qualities of being,
which we can simplify as being
masculine or feminine. Developing
a relative balance between both
aspects is important for our Internal
Wholeness as individuals and for
Cultivating Wisdom.


Externally this dynamic of polarity is also important for a
Balanced Earth.

BALANCE THE POLARIZED FORCES
WITHIN YOU
Masculine Attributes


Left Brain Alpha Nature



Logic, Reason, Action Oriented, Firm, Penetrative, Rational,
Strength, Steadfast, Movement, Pure Consciousness (Seeks
Emptiness), Driven, Transformative, Straight Line/Path, White
Light, Aggressive, Direct, Fire and Air Elements
DEVELOPS OUR WARRIOR SPIRIT

Feminine Attributes


Right Brain Omega Nature



Form, Receptive, Accepting, Adaptive, Fluid, Soft, Intuitive,
Yielding, Flowing, Dark (Black), Nurturing, Curved line/path,
Submissive, Fills, Fullness, Patient, Water and Earth Elements
DEVELOPS OUR CARING/NURTURING HEARTS

CREATING A BALANCED BRAIN


First, one must assess one’s area of imbalance.



This may change from day to day or hour to hour.



Self reflect and choose a tool that will help move your
state of being in the desired direction.



Life style balancing



Conscious choices around day to day activities



Getting off the hamster wheel



Right livelihood

The Wise Mind


Symbol of the Vesica Piscis



Yin Yang symbol

Adapted from
the Dialectical
Behavioral
Therapy model

Balance the driven, focused and time oriented
qualities of your inner masculine with the timeless,
nurturing, free flowing and flexible aspects of your
inner feminine.
Learn about your default nature. Identify areas where you are
strong and areas where you are weak. How do these aspects
play out in your life? DO they cause friction or chaos? Would it
behoove you to strengthen an opposite aspect of your self?
 For example, I am female and I naturally lean more towards
the feminine attributes of adaptability, flexibility, free flow and
receptivity. As a single mother, these feminine qualities have pit
falls. In relationships with narcissistic people , these qualities also
have pitfalls. One lesson I have learned is the importance of
Developing my Inner Protector, My Warrior Self who will not
allow me to get walked all over.


Self Inquiry

PLAY WITH OPPOSITES
TOOL


Interplay of Opposites



Balance the polarities



Learn and surf the energies without living (staying) in the
extremes of black or white thinking or behaviors. i.e. all or
nothing, all good or all bad, etc.



And without falling for the pitfall of moral relativism. The polarities
are there for us to play with and master; one end or the other is
not more or less true.



The extremes can be used against us if we are not aware.
Dichotomies fuel Separation.



Hegelian Dialectics: Problem, Reaction, Solution



Pitting sides against each other.



Justifying tighter control measures “for our own good.”



DON’T BE FOOLED



Opposites are actually the polar qualities of the same thing.

Opposite
Action
and
Problem
Solving:
Deciding
Which to Use

TOOL

ANCIENT SELF KNOWLEDGE TOOLS
TOOL
The ancients developed various complex systems of study for Self
Knowledge. Each one could be a life time of study, but well worth it.


TAROT



ASTROLOGY



RUNES



KABBALAH



SHAMANIC JOURNEYS



ANIMISM



MEDITATION



PAST LIFE REGRESSION (Explore Soul Codes)

Right Brain
Development

TOOL

MINDFULNESS
Present Moment Awareness

TOOL

GROUNDING IN THE SENSES

TOOL

TOOL

GROUNDING to Reduce Anxiety and Dissociation

TOOL

Activate the Vagus Nerve to Sooth
Effects of Trauma
“According to Dr. Stephen Porge’s Polyvagal Theory[4], the autonomic
nervous system comprises a three-part hierarchical structure: the dorsal
vagal system, the sympathetic nervous system, and the ventral vagal
system. The dorsal vagal system, which is oldest of the systems, is part of
the parasympathetic nervous system. The dorsal vagal nerve immobilizes
the body in response to life threatening situations by facilitating a shut
down response. The sympathetic nervous system, which is comparatively
newer to evolve, mobilizes the body in response to threat by activating the
fight-or-flight response. Most importantly, mind-body therapies help to
activate the ventral vagal system, which is the newest and most evolved
of the structures, This “social engagement” system is the branch of the
parasympathetic nervous system that helps you relax and connect to
others when you feel safe.” –From Arielle Schwartz PhD The Vegas Nerve In
Trauma Recovery
https://drarielleschwartz.com/

Vagus Nerve Health


Learn about the Vagus Nerve



Exercises to tone and activate optimal vagus nerve function

TOOL

Strategies to Tone the Vagus Nerve


Attend to your Gut (microbiome)



Laugh Out Loud



Shake Your Body



Humming, Singing, Honey Bee Breath



Conscious Breathing



Yoga Nidra



Therapeutic Yoga



Increase Sensory Awareness



Repeat your phrase, “I am safe, I am connected, I am calm” as you
mindfully move your body from stillness to activity back to stillness.

MEDITATION TYPES –
Mindfulness Meditation

Transcendental Meditation
Movement Meditation
Walking Meditation

Progressive Relaxation
Loving-Kindness Meditation
Guided Visualization Meditations

Mantra Meditation
Focused Meditation
Vipassana Retreats

Meditation approaches are numerous

TOOL

COMTEMPLATION AND PRAYER


Ecstatic Dance



Affirmative Prayer



Repetitive Prayer



Kirtan/Chanting



Mantra

TOOL

METABOLIZING EMOTION

Tips and Ideas for Transforming Emotional Energy


Put your attention on it



Name it



Release it with repetitive movement, shaking,
shimmying, shaking



Strenuous exercise



Dance it Out



Psychodrama



Music/Sound: toning, growling, grunting,, guttural
sounds, sighs, screaming, singing



Talk it out/Vent/Cry



Breath Work



Use the Elements: Walk barefoot on the Earth, Soak in
Natural Waters, Sit by a Fire, Visualize the Wind
Blowing Through You



Express it through Art



Journal



Express Sexual Energy



Catharsis

TOOL

MANAGE YOUR MIND:
SELF-TALK MANAGEMENT


Everything starts with the MENTAL , Thought is Primary



The Goal is to Master Your Thoughts and Be the Driver of Your
Vehicle



AUTOMATIC THOUGHTS and IMAGES



THINKING ERRORS



Challenge your Thoughts: Ask IS THIS REALLY TRUE? Are there other
possibilities? Exceptions?



CHOOSE THOUGHTS to EVOKE RESULTS



Choose your Thoughts and Words with Purpose



Choose your mental images consciously

TOOL

Negative Scripts from Your Past.
Your CORE NEGATIVE COGNITIONS


Self Reflect



Notice events or situations that stir up a feeling of distress in you



Ask yourself, what was the earliest time I remember feeling like
this?



Ask yourself, when I think of that memory, how to I feel about
myself?



What do I think is true about me when I hold that memory?

A negative script such as those
listed here could be driving your life
unconsciously. Bringing this awareness
to the surface and unpackaging it
is an important first step.

Self Inquiry

INTERNAL FAMILY SYSTEMS:

START A DIALOGUE AMONG YOUR PARTS. ALLOW YOUR
PAIN TO HAVE A VOICE (from the model of Richard C. Schwartz).



INNER COMMITTEE, Initiate a Neutral conversation among your inner
voices



LET YOUR EXILES SPEAK: What pain have they buried?



What are your MANAGER behaviors? What do they say about
keeping things in control?



What are your FIREFIGHTER behaviors? What do they want to keep
under wraps? What are they distracting you from?



EMPOWER YOUR HIGHER SELF/EXECUTIVE SELF to facilitate the
conversation from a Compassionate Witness perspective.

TOOL

Natural Ways to Boost Dopamine
1. Eating protein, especially with amino acids tyrosine and phenylalanine .
2. Eat less Saturated Fat
3. Consume Probiotics
4. Eat Velvet Beans, or Supplement with Mucuna Pruriens
5. Exercise Often
6. Get adequate Sleep
7. Listen to Music
8. Meditate
9. Get Sunlight

10. Supplement with iron, niacin, folate and Vitamin B6

TOOL

Natural Ways to Increase Serotonin,
the feel-good hormone
Serotonin is know for promoting good sleep by helping to regulation circadian rhythms,
helping regulate appetite, promoting learning and memory, and helping promote
positive feelings and prosocial behavior.

Signs of Serotonin deficiency: anxiety, depression, irritability, aggression, sleep issues,
fatigue, decreased appetite, nausea, digestive issues, cravings for sweets and carbs.


Diet – especially Tryptophan rich foods



Aerobic Exercise



Bright Light – Time outside in natural sunlight.



Sun Gazing (20 min after sun rise or between sun set) – dates back to ancient times
(Egypt, Mayan, Incan, Mesopotamian, Native American), it affects the energetic and
magnetic bodies, optimizing your electromagnetic field. Ease in to the practice with
short periods of time and increase gradually. You may start with your eyes closed.



Supplements : Tryptophan, SAMe, 5-HTP, St. John’s wort, Probiotics



Massage Therapy



Mood Induction: Safe Calm Place Visualization, Savoring positive experiences and
memories, Positive Relationship Connections

NATURE AS HEALER


Spend time outside in nature everyday



Use mindfulness practices while in nature



Connect to the elements



Be still and Observe nature



Get off electronics



Study Animism /Paganism (Natural Cycles)



Earthing – Ground your bare feet on the
earth



Negative Ions

TOOL

SUPER NUTRITION


Don’t settle for mainstream diets



PLANT BASED



ORGANIC



RAW FOOD



SUPER FOODS



SUPER HERBS



MEDICINAL MUSHROOMS



SUPPLEMENTATION



GOOD WATER QUALITY



PRINCIPLE OF NO HARM DONE: Vegan, Vegetarian

TOOL

GROW A GARDEN


Permaculture



Hydroponics



Green House



Work with Nature



Documentary and Website:
Garden of Eden



Prime Documentary: The
Biggest Little Farm

TOOL

Learn about your Ancestry








o

What Blood Codes do you Carry?
What Ancestral Trauma has been passed down to you?
Is there an aspect to your ancestry that your avoid?
That causes you shame?
Are their habits or features passed down to you that you
dislike?
OR that you love and are proud of?
Do you know your family history?
How far back have you gone?

However, I do not support using mainstream ancestry
services that involve giving your biological samples

TOOL

Animism, Paganism and Shamanism


Animism – The assertion that individual spirits
inhabit natural objects and phenomena



Paganism – a pre-Christian world view that
includes a polytheistic and animistic
understanding of nature.



Shamanism – an ancient practice of interactions
between the human and spirit worlds, often
activated for healing purposes.



Heathen = a Non-Christian

Therapeutic Use of ENTHNEOGENS
TOOL
Ceremonial and Guided Use of:


Ayahuasca



Magic Mushrooms (psilocybin)



MDMA



DMT



5MEO - DMT



Ketamine



Cannabis



LSD



San Pedro cactus



Peyote



Frog Medicine: Kambo



Bufo Alvarius – psychedelic Toad

MERIDIAN TAPPING/EMOTIONAL
FREEDOM TECHNIQUE

TOOL

YOGA

Yoga = ‘yoke’ from the root
word ‘yuj’ meaning ‘to join’.
Yoga is a method of unifying
the egoistic (limited) self to the
higher (divine) self. Yoga is a
method to bring Moksha or
freedom from all bondage.

The various branches of Yoga could be, for
practical purposes, classified into five basic
groups:
Jnana Yoga: the Yoga committed to inquiry.
Karma Yoga: the Yoga committed to selfless
service and Dharma.
Bhakti Yoga: the Yoga devoted to love and
devotion to God.
Raja Yoga: the Yoga committed to
introspection and contemplation.
Hatha Yoga: the Yoga devoted to the
discipline of the body and the balance of the
mental, physical and subtle forces of the body
through the practice of asana and
pranayama

TOOL

YOGA

QI GONG

TOOL

Qigong (/ˈtʃiːˈɡɒŋ/),[1] qi gong, chi kung, or chi gung (simplified Chinese: 气
功; traditional Chinese: 氣功; pinyin: qìgōng; Wade–Giles: ch‘i kung; lit.: 'lifeenergy cultivation') is a millennia-old system of coordinated body-posture and
movement, breathing, and meditation[2] used for the purposes of health, spirituality,
and martial-arts training.[3] With roots in Chinese medicine, philosophy, and martial
arts, qigong is traditionally viewed by the Chinese and throughout Asia as a practice
to cultivate and balance qi (pronounced approximately as "chi"), translated as "life
energy".[4]
Qigong practice typically involves moving meditation, coordinating slow-flowing
movement, deep rhythmic breathing, and a calm meditative state of mind. People
practice qigong throughout China and worldwide for recreation, exercise, relaxation,
preventive medicine, self-healing, alternative medicine, meditation, self-cultivation,
and training for martial arts. – Wikipedia

QI GONG

TOOL

EXERCISE


A Strong Physical Body Supports and
Promotes a Strong Mind.



Exercise Practice promotes Discipline.



Aerobic



Strength Building



Flexibility

TOOL

SELF DEFENSE TRAINING
EMPOWER YOURSELF


FIRE ARMS KNOWLEDGE



MARTIAL ARTS AND FIGHTING TECHNIQUES



RESPONSE PLAN AND REHEARSAL



Advance SAFETY PLANNING

TOOL

BREATH WORK

Breathwork is a general term used to describe any
type of therapy that utilizes breathing exercises to
improve mental, physical, and spiritual health.

TOOL


Breathing Rhythms: 4-7-8, 4-4-4-4, 1-4-8



Deep Slow Diaphragmatic Breathing,
Circular



Wim Hof Method



Holotropic Breathwork



Rebirthing Breathwork (conscious energy
breathing)



BioDynamic Breathwork



Yoga Breathing (variety)

CARE OF YOUR BODY TEMPLE:



MASSAGE



CHIROPRACTIC



FASCIA BLASTING



ROLFING



KIND ATTENTION



POSITIVE SELF TALK



STRETCHING



LISTEN TO WHAT YOUR BODY IS SAYING TO YOU!

TOOL

ENERGETIC PRACTICES


Reiki



Healing Touch



Shamanic practices



Body Shaking



Sound Healing



Meridian Healing

TOOL

HONORING THE CREATIVE FLOW


CONDITIONS REQUIRED for CREATIVITY to GROW




Free time, Full Presence, Release, Spontaneity

The Artist’s Way tools such as Morning Pages and Scheduling Dates
with Yourself.


Morning Pages



Artist’s Date



Find INSPIRATIONS

TOOL

MUSIC, ART AND OTHER CREATIVE
EXPRESSIONS


Our Word is Our Wand –
Written and Spoken Word



Singing



Chanting



Dancing



Drawing, Painting, Collage



Playing Instruments



Drumming

TOOL

Embodiment Practices
Presence and Pleasure as Prayer
“The difference between passion and addiction is that between a divine spark and
a flame that incinerates.” - Gabor Mate, In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts: Close
Encounters with Addiction


Savoring



Depth



Taoist Energetics



Tantra



Sacred Sexuality



Psychodrama



Prayer-formance*

TOOL

Cultivate Good Feelings – BLISS OUT


What are you grateful for? List them.
Focus on those things, one by one.

Hold the feeling of Thankfulness for 22
seconds.



What do you Love? List them. Go
down the list one by one and feel the
love.

Hold the feeling of love for 22 seconds.

TOOL

BLISS – Extreme Happiness; ecstasy. The ecstasy of

salvation; spiritual joy. To go into a state of ecstasy.
I view the cultivation of bliss as a skill that can assist us
in doing the Great Work. We need spiritual fuel in
order to persevere through difficult personal and
global work. Just don’t get stuck here.
Bliss feeds us in a deep spiritual way. Consider bliss
experiences as high vibrational states that merge us
energetically within ourselves and potentially with
others.
The practice of Bliss expands beyond our physical
boundaries into a union with Nature or the Divine
and with our internalized masculine and feminine.
Hieros gamos or Hierogamy (Greek ἱερὸς γάμος,
ἱερογαμία "holy marriage") is a sacred marriage that
plays out between a god and a goddess, especially
when enacted in a symbolic ritual where human
participants represent the deities. Ancient Near East
· Greek mythology · Tantric Buddhism

ACTIVELY PRACTICE GRATITUDE
“Practicing Gratitude invites joy into our lives.” Brene Brown
Be deliberate in identifying things to be grateful for.

For example, every day, write down 3 things you are grateful for.
Notice and actively acknowledge the things that are good.
This does not mean to block out or deny the problems of your life.
However, often our attention is automatically skewed towards the
negative , towards what is going wrong.

We have to be deliberate in attending to those things that are going
well. Doing so will bring more balance and more joy into our daily life.
This in turn will fuel our will, and energize us to take the action required
for solving problems.

Emotion holds vibrational frequencies.
By consciously shifting into higher
vibrational states, we can effect the
environment around us consequently
and commensurately.

HUMOR

Laughter as a State Change Tool

TOOL

“Blessed are we who can laugh at ourselves for we shall
never cease to be amused.”

DETOX YOUR ENVIRONMENT
Declutter. Clean and Clear.

TOOL

Support in a Therapy Office
It can help tremendously to have a coach or well-matched therapist to
assist you on this journey of self transformation.
Having someone to offer support, guidance and accountability can fast
forward your progress and motivation.
Additionally, there are some interventions that are available in therapy
offices that can greatly assist in reprocessing trauma and balancing the
nervous system:







EMDR (Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing)
Brain Spotting
NeuroFeedback
Psychotherapy/CBT/DBT
Hypnotherapy

TOOL

Choosing a Tool


Think about your current condition in relationship to hermetic
principles.



Are you out of alignment with your self and your goals?



Are you polarized?



Are you out of rhythm?



Is your vibration low?



Are you moving/thinking too slow or too fast?



What is your target for change?



Choose an intervention or tool that will move you in the desired
direction of change.

KEEP TRACK OF YOURSELF.
DON’T GET LOST.

TOOL

Tips for Habit Maintenance
 Define your wellness behaviors
and strategies.
 Regular self assessment.
 Organize your Goals/Intentions
and Revisit them
 Use Scales to Track Progress and
Scale Moods 1:10


DEVELOP A SUPPORT SYSTEM
Don’t Allow Excessive Isolation


While life is largely a solo project, we don’t need
to travel alone.



In fact, most people are wired to be in
community and crave connection.



Connection and Love is usually what gives us a
sense of purpose and reason for living.



Through our interactions with other people we
can see ourselves more clearly.



Relationships are often the greatest catalyst for
self growth. Cultivate healthy connections and
relationships.

BEWARE

HABIT CHANGE BASICS
o

Keystone Habit – ID the one habit that will impact the most positive
change

o

Pair new target behavior with existing habits and routines.

o

Remember your Why

o

Identify the core reward that a habit offers

o

Write down goals and visit often

o

Set concrete steps and tasks (micro movements and micro steps)

o

Be task centered and specific.

TOOL

STRATEGIC PLANNING ESPECIALLY
FOR PROBLEMATIC SITUATIONS


Grow Your Own Food



Save Seeds



Access to a Clean Water Source



Stock up on Non-Perishable Basics



Make a Bug Out Bag



Keep Gas Tank Filled

PREPPING

TOOL

CONSCIOUS REPETITION

PRACTICE IS NECESSARY, NOT OPTIONAL.


It’s important that you are the author of your own story.
YOU need to be the one choosing what thoughts,
feelings and states you want more of in your life (vs.
being the subject of external mind control and habit
creation based on survival/base instincts).



Practice Your Skills



Challenge Yourself to Grow



Creating a strong foundation is crucial



When in doubt or struggling, go back to basics.




The process of self growth and discovery is endless.
ENJOY THE PROCESS

TOOL

PERFECTIONISM CREATES PARALYSIS


Do Your Best and Don’t Give up, even when
you feel frozen.



However, don’t expect perfection.



Learn how to work with yourself through ups
and downs of change efforts.



Getting Started is the hardest part. Sometimes
you just have to count down and jump in!
5-4-3-2-1 Blast Off!



Be willing to take some risks!

BEING A CONSCIOUS PARENT


Clearly our children are our future. Cliché but accurate.



How shall we teach and take care of our children to insure the best
future possible?



Tell children the truth from the very beginning!



Truth is the Foundation for our Children’s Future and the Future of the
World.
Teach children to love themselves and
know they are powerful beings.
Let children play, especially in nature.

Teach children the skills to think critically.
Encourage children to question
everything.

Reflection

IMAGINING A FREE SOCIETY
Reflection



Paint a picture in your mind of this potential: A FREE and THRIVING SOCIETY.



What would it be like?



Imagine living without an external ruler…without government.



Imagine a society where all children are loved and cherished, where they are all taught natural law
and moral and logical reasoning.



Imagine a society where all people are consciously aware and committed to living in harmony,
taking personal responsibility for their thoughts and deeds.



Imagine a world where people are skilled in communication, problem solving and emotional selfregulation.



Imagine people abiding by the principle of NON- AGGRESSION.



Imagine people being confident and empowered to perform appropriate Self Defense.



Imagine a world where people work together to get things done and take care of the needs of
everyone, voluntarily.



Imagine a world where everyone’s unique gifts are recognized and valued, and given a chance to
develop and blossom.



What else can YOU IMAGINE?

Face Your Resistance to a Free World


What resistances comes up for you when asked to imagine that free society?



What do you want to say “But...what” about? “How would that work without
government?”, “Human nature won’t let that happen.” Etc.



WHAT ARE THE BELIEFS AND WORLD VIEWS THAT TELL YOU IT CAN”T HAPPEN?



State your doubts. Write them down.



What do these resistances reflect about your own FEARS?



I am afraid of x,y,z…



How would living in alignment with natural law address that fear or potential
problem?

Imagine solutions….
Get together with friends or a small
group of people and discuss.
HOW could you imagine it coming
true?

Reflection

THROUGH UNITY WE PREVAIL
Culture has gotten away from us like an unruly child. It’s
machinations are powerful but not in our best interests as
a species. One by one we can make choices to reclaim
our humanity….Our creative potential…Our freedom
and long term happiness. Freedom happens in our
individual lives, with each interaction, on a small scale
that expands outwardly into a global tapestry of reality.
If enough individuals step courageously into their
freedom, those numbers add up to become the majority
and the heavy beast of culture will turn our way.

MIND, BODY and SPIRIT
United Within Us and Between Us
We do not reject the physical to be spiritual. We embrace both, bridged by our mind,
celebrating our aliveness with our heads in the sky and our feet planted firmly on the
earth…
Expanding our spiritual potential while embracing our sensory experiences…
Balancing our brain functions, toning our nervous systems, harmonizing with nature…
We live fully and vibrantly. Knowledge requires Action.

And Action requires Knowledge.
Together we can create a Healthy ECOSystem to
replace the unhealthy EGOSystem we currently live in.
WE LIVE. WE THRIVE.
Claim Your Right to Be Alive and Thriving, NOW!

Resources To Explore



www.whatonearthishappening.com



https://unslaved.com/



https://www.dwtruthwarrior.com/



https://jordanmaxwellshow.com/





https://www.killgovernment.com/



Lawrence Wasson



https://www.sistersofsovereignty.co
m/

https://www.nita.one/



https://www.davidwolfe.com/



https://endevil.life/



https://www.mercola.com/



The Authentic Podcast by Henna
Maria



DomFreedomFighter at



https://www.crrow777radio.com/



Will Keller at WillTellTruth



Videos of Jana Esp



https://www.freeyourmindaz.com/



Natural Freedom League

www.veriteouconsequence.com


The Human Frequency



https://www.corbettreport.com/



https://www.thewizardfactory.com/

More Resources



https://yourholisticpsychologist.co
m/



@the.holistic.psychologist



https://drarielleschwartz.com/



https://www.emdria.org/

